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Context: Organizations are rapidly adopting Business Process Management (BPM) as they focus on their
business processes (BPs), seeing them to be key elements in controlling and improving the way they per-
form their business. Business Process Intelligence (BPI) takes as its focus the collection and analysis of infor-
mation from the execution of BPs for the support of decision making, based on the discovery of
improvement opportunities. Realizing BPs by services introduces an intermediate service layer that enables
us to separate the specification of BPs in terms of models from the technologies implementing them, thus
improving their modifiability by decoupling the model from its implementation.
Objective: To provide an approach for the continuous improvement of BPs, based on their realization with
services and execution measurement. It comprises an improvement process to integrate the improvements
into the BPs and services, an execution measurement model defining and categorizing several measures for
BPs and service execution, and tool support for both.
Method: We carried out a systematic literature review, to collect existing proposals related to our research
work. Then, in close collaboration with business experts from the Hospital General de Ciudad Real (HGCR),
Spain, and following design science principles, we developed the methods and artifacts described in this
paper, which were validated by means of a case study.
Results: We defined an improvement process extending the BP lifecycle with measurement and improve-
ment activities, integrating an execution measurement model comprising a set of execution measures.
Moreover, we developed a plug-in for the ProM framework to visualize the measurement results as a
proof-of-concept prototype. The case study with the HGCR has shown its feasibility.
Conclusions: Our improvement vision, based on BPs realized by services and on measurement of their exe-
cution, in conjunction with a systematic approach to integrate the detected improvements, provides useful
guidance to organizations.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The complexity and size of the current systems to support the
business of organizations has grown considerably in recent years,
thus increasing the difficulty in managing them properly. Business
Process Management (BPM) [1–3] is becoming increasingly impor-
tant for those organizations which need to gain a better insight
into the way their business processes (BPs) are executed. BPM
helps organizations to manage their BPs, assisting them in check-
ing that their outputs are maintained in the range defined as suc-
cessful with respect to the business goals of the organization. BPM
provides the means for guiding and supporting the modeling,
implementation, deployment, execution, and evaluation of BPs in
an organization, based on the BP lifecycle [1], which establishes
the main phases and activities that organizations have to carry
out in their efforts to manage BPs: Design & Analysis, Configura-
tion, Enactment and Evaluation of BPs. In the Design & Analysis
phase, BPs are first identified and modeled and then validated
and verified; in the Configuration phase BPs are implemented in
the chosen technology, and then tested and deployed in the se-
lected platform. The Enactment phase involves the execution and
monitoring of BP instances and the registration of execution data
in execution logs. Finally, in the Evaluation phase execution log
data is evaluated to provide insight into the real execution of the
BPs using, for example, process mining techniques. The boom in
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the use of BPM to support the BP lifecycle introduces both a fresh
approach to business management and new challenges for the
undertaking of management efforts. One of these challenges is that
without proper guidance for applying BPM, the results are barely
predictable, with the drawbacks that this entails.

According to the Gartner Group [4] ‘‘organizations carry out
BPM projects in order to improve one or more business processes’’.
This places BP improvement as the number one motivation for
BPM. In the same survey, the top five business goals identified in-
clude: improving customer satisfaction, improving the quality of
BPs, reducing costs, improving BP agility, and supporting continu-
ous process improvement. Measurement activities are implicit in
the lifecycle, but to guide the integration of execution measure-
ment through the whole lifecycle we must define measurement
activities explicitly. This will help obtain insight into the real exe-
cution of BPs, knowledge that is needed for BP improvement.

The implementation of BPs by means of different systems in the
organization also affects the way business people can perform the
defined activities and how they perceive the software support pro-
vided. The traditional vertical vision of Information Technologies
(IT) for implementing BPs, based on sections or areas of the organi-
zation, made the modification of BPs a challenging activity that re-
quired the integration of various heterogeneous information
systems. These changes are not easy to introduce, in general, due
to the implicit implementation of the BPs in the systems support-
ing them. Among other disadvantages, this often leads to more
time being spent than initially planned. In addition, it may result
into high costs and unfulfilled expectations of the business area
regarding the functionality offered by the implemented BPs [5,6].
Service Oriented Computing (SOC) [7] provides the basis for defin-
ing services that can implement parts of BPs (activities, sub-pro-
cesses) or even a BP as a whole, by introducing an intermediate
layer of services between BP definition and their implementation
by means of different technologies. This approach helps bridge
the so-called business-systems gap caused by different views and
expectations between the business and the IT side when introduc-
ing changes into BPs. The service layer enables us to separate the
specification of BPs in terms of models from the technologies
implementing them, thus improving their modifiability by decou-
pling the model from the implementation in the technology se-
lected [5,6]. The approach provides the basis for integrating
changes with minimum impact, both at the BPs level and at the
system level, allowing for the organizational agility needed to re-
spond to new demands or corrective measures [5,6].

In this article we present an approach for the improvement of
BPs which extends the traditional BP lifecycle [1] with measure-
ment and improvement activities. We have called this BP Continu-
ous Improvement Process (BPCIP). Our proposal includes a model
that integrates execution measures for BPs with services imple-
menting them in a comprehensive way; we have called this model
BP Execution Measurement Model (BPEMM). In previous work we
presented an initial definition of the BPCIP [8], which we have ex-
tended significantly by redefining the complete BPCIP lifecycle
based on the feedback from the conference and by completing
the set of execution measures to be integrated into the BPEMM.

Both the BPCIP and the BPEMM are part of a larger framework
called MINERVA [9,10], which we defined with the aim of provid-
ing an integrated approach to support the continuous improve-
ment effort in an organization based on the realization of BPs by
services with a model driven approach. Our purpose was also to
enable BP execution measurement, as far as both BPs and services
are concerned. The framework is organized in three dimensions:
conceptual, methodological and tool support. Previous contribu-
tions described the MINERVA framework as a whole [9,10], the
conceptual [11] and the tool [12] dimensions, as well as part of
the methodological dimension: the BPSOM methodology and the
model-driven approach [13,14]. We will not deal with these as-
pects in detail here. Contributions of this paper concern the sup-
port for measurement and improvement of BPs that are part of
the methodological dimension of MINERVA. What this article con-
tributes therefore, is as follows:

� The redefined BPCIP lifecycle, based on the BP lifecycle [1] and
extended with measurement and improvement activities, as
well as the elements to carry out the defined activities, such
as roles and input and output artifacts.
� The complete set of integrated execution measures defined in

the execution measurement model BPEMM, along with the
addition of a ‘‘cube’’ presentation for the tridimensional taxon-
omy we have defined to organize the measures.
� A proof-of-concept prototype of the ProM BPEMM plug-in, to

support the visualization of the results of the execution mea-
surement of measures defined within the BPEMM, as well as
to demonstrate the feasibility of our definitions.
� The validation of our approach by means of a case study under-

taken in the Hospital General de Ciudad Real (HGCR), with the
help of business experts.

1.1. Background

‘‘Measurement is the first step that leads to control and eventually
to improvement. If you can’t measure something, you can’t under-
stand it. If you can’t understand it, you can’t control it. If you can’t
control it, you can’t improve it.’’ H. James Harrington (Harrington,
1991) [15].

Continuous process improvement refers to a status in which the
organization is continuously analyzing the way it carries out its
business. Its goal is to find improvement opportunities for the per-
formance of the organization’s BPs [16,17]. Measurement of BP
execution provides the basis for analyzing the real behaviour in
the organization. It helps to detect deviations from planned behav-
iour, as well as to discover improvement opportunities for the BPs.
Once improvement opportunities are detected, organizations need
to define changes in the BPs that will lead to a new improved ver-
sion of these for better achieving the business goal set by the orga-
nization. Execution measurement then becomes the enabler
towards understanding and controlling the real occurrences of
BPs in the organization, establishing an ongoing BP improvement
culture [16]. To improve processes continuously, several aspects
have to be taken into account. A key one refers to the creation of
an organizational improvement context, which comprises a num-
ber of elements including business and software teams committed
to the improvement initiative and a systematic approach for con-
ducting improvement efforts, the explicit specification of BP mod-
els and the software implementing them, a definition of measures
collected during BP execution, or techniques and tools to enable
the evaluation of the collected execution logs. One key statement
of process management is that quality of products and services is
largely determined by the quality of the processes used to develop,
deliver and support them. An effective process is capable of bring-
ing people, tools and methods together into an integrated whole
which produces the expected outcomes [16].

An improvement approach has to support the identification of
process deficiencies and provide guidance for introducing
improvements in a systematic way. To carry this out, measures
of the BP, activities, performance, resources, cost and results have
to be defined, implemented, collected and analyzed on a regular
basis [16]. Organizations in different domains such as software,
manufacturing, marketing, banking, and finance share similar
problems. These could include, for instance, overworked staff,
thanks to poor estimating and planning, or excessive rework. There
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may also be a lack of consistent and stable processes, often with
multiple ways to do similar things, or no sound basis for measure-
ment and management. A foundation for organization-wide ap-
proaches and solutions may be lacking, and disappointing results
from automation might exist. Other problems may arise, such as
mixed results when applying approaches like Six Sigma or Business
Process Reengineering (BPR), or improvements that are too local-
ized and sub-optimal from a global business perspective [16].To
meet these challenges, an improvement approach has to provide
specific artifacts, along with a systematic way to support and guide
the improvement effort in the organization [16]. It is not enough to
provide measures and the means to analyze them, including tool
support; it is essential to align the measures that are related to
business strategy and goals for the entire organization with the
ones that are specific for each BP. In a mature organization there
is an objective quantitative basis for analyzing problems occurring
in BP operation. Therefore, when changes are needed to address
these problems the different options are understood as are the
overall effects and consequences of choosing a particular option.
Historical documented data is available and estimates and plans
are based on this data, helping to achieve the expected results
for aspects that include cost, schedule, performance and quality.
A systematic improvement effort helps organizations move along
the path from an immature status to a mature one [16,17].

Business Process Intelligence (BPI) [18,19] focuses on the collec-
tion and analysis of information from BPs to support decision mak-
ing, and includes terms such as Business Activity Monitoring
(BAM) and (Business) Process Mining (PM). BAM refers to the
real-time monitoring of BP execution, focusing mainly on showing
performance indicators. Several BI products exist, but they typi-
cally have a ‘‘data-centric focus’’, and are ‘‘unaware of the pro-
cesses the data refers to’’ [19]. This approach is based on
traditional Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) engines that enable
an analysis of the OLAP cubes. That analysis makes it possible to
drill down and up among the defined dimensions (typical dimen-
sions are regions, periods, and products) to see the consolidated
information we wanted to obtain, and to ‘‘dice’’ the cube to view
the multidimensional data from different angles [19]. Process min-
ing, on the other hand, takes a BP execution event log as input and
extracts information about its real execution. This makes three dif-
ferent types of process mining possible: discovery, to find the cor-
responding BP model, conformance, to check if the execution
corresponds to the existing BP model, and enhancement, to extend
or improve an existing BP model with its execution information
[19]. This means that not only the control-flow of the BP can be
mined from the event log; so also may the organizational perspec-
tive (to analyze the relation between resources and activities), the
time (to show performance information, bottlenecks, resource uti-
lization), or the decisions (to discover rules based on decision
points in the BP) [19]. As stated in [19], ‘‘although in recent years
the tool support for the approaches mentioned has matured con-
siderably, most tools are not really ‘‘intelligent’’ and do not provide
any process-mining capabilities. The focus is on querying and
reporting, combined with simple visualization techniques showing
dashboards and scorecards’’. In contrast, the ProM1 framework is
one tool, among others, that does support process mining and which
at the same time is available for free use [19]. ProM is based on sev-
eral plug-ins that use data from the execution of BPs registered in
event logs to discover BP models, to check conformance with exist-
ing BP models, and to extend existing BP models with execution
information. However, few plug-ins provide information for opera-
tional support [20,21]. There is, moreover, a general lack of an inte-
grated view that provides the business area with the complete
1 http://www.promtools.org/prom6/
picture needed to analyze the execution of BPs in the organization,
while simultaneously including information on the system
execution.

According to [22], several improvement initiatives have become
popular over recent decades. These include Just in Time (JIT), TQM
(Total Quality Management), Lean manufacturing, BPR (Business
Process Reengineering), and Six Sigma. Approaches such as TQM
and Six Sigma are based on an analysis of business processes using
different techniques, as well as on integrating improvement oppor-
tunities, based on an improvement cycle (PDCA, DMAIC); all these
approaches are used by many organizations. Other life-cycle mod-
els such as IDEAL were developed specifically for software process
improvement, based upon the Capability Maturity Model (CMMI),
in widespread use by software organizations. In [23–26], several
aspects of the use of Six sigma, TQM, CMMI and IDEAL are pre-
sented and discussed, along with results from the application of
these initiatives. One finding of such studies is that ‘‘like TQM,
Six Sigma requires a strong incorporation of the corporate control
system to enable companies to objectively measure and monitor
their long-term development and monetary outcome of TQM using
statistical techniques’’ [27]. The reference to the use of CMMI and
ISO models is also interesting; these are difficult for small and
medium organizations (SME) to apply because of the complexity
of their recommendations and the large investment needed in
terms of time and resources.

1.2. Research question and methods

The outline of the problem we have presented above, along with
the background we have sketched out, led us to identify some re-
search challenges for our work. These refer to the lack of an inte-
grated approach that would help organizations to improve their
BPs based on their implementation with services. There is also a
need for an execution measurement approach that is guided by a
systematic way of integrating the improvement opportunities
found in the BPs. Many existing approaches are too general, or ad-
dress only one of the problems; for example, they may tackle only
the definition of execution measures for collecting data about BP
execution, or techniques for analyzing execution measures, or
improvement processes to guide the improvement effort (c.f. Sec-
tion 6). When trying to put all the views and elements together,
improper integration might lead to unwanted results. We have
been working with the Hospital General de Ciudad Real (HGCR)
since 2007, in a project to introduce BPM in the organization. In
this project, a selected set of BPs were modeled with BPMN, and
we then assessed the quality of the BP models obtained, as well
as the process followed to generate them [28]. This led to several
interesting findings, for both the HGCR and the BPM community.
Many of the problems detected in the HGCR inspired us to work
on a different approach for the management and improvement of
BPs. Moreover, the hospital wanted to select a BPMS that would
enable it to initiate a program for implementing and executing
the selected subset of BPs. It also wished to introduce and institu-
tionalize an approach that would further guide the modeling,
implementation, execution, evaluation and improvement of BPs
in the organization.

Taking all this into consideration, we concluded that having an
integrated approach to carry out improvement efforts in organiza-
tions in a systematic way could be very useful. Such an approach
would need to bring together (1) the realization of BPs by means
of services, as well as (2) the definition, implementation, collection
and calculation of execution measures for both BPs and service
execution. This would have to be presented in an integrated view,
showing key execution measurement results. Moreover, the mea-
surement approach would be embedded within a continuous
improvement approach, defined as simply as possible, so as to be
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easily integrated into the organization’s culture and way of doing
business. That would allow organizations to find improvement
opportunities for both the BPs and the services implementing
them, as well as to perform the integration of improvement of both
BPs and services in a systematic way. They would thereby achieve
the overall business goals of the organization, as well as the ones
specific to each BP analyzed. With all the above needs in mind,
we formulated the following research question:
‘‘How to set up a continuous improvement cycle for busi-
ness processes implemented by services in organizations,

based on BP execution measurement?’’
Given the breadth of the question, we looked for more in-depth
answers, entering into more specific aspects derived from the ini-
tial question:

(i) what measurement and improvement activities are needed
in the BP lifecycle when BPs are realized by services ? (i.e.,
research question RQ1)

(ii) what measures are appropriate for obtaining information
about BP and service execution within the organization?
(i.e., research question RQ2)

(iii) what tools should be available to support the definitions in
RQ1 and RQ2? (i.e., research question RQ3)

(iv) are the proposals made in RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3 appropriate
and useful for use in organizations ? (i.e., research question
RQ4)

The measurement and improvement activities that we have in-
cluded in BPCIP constitute the answers to RQ1 and are set out in
detail in Section 2. The answer to the second question is the execu-
tion measurement model BPEMM, where we organize all the exe-
cution measures in a taxonomy, which is detailed in Section 3. The
third question relates to the tool support we have defined; the an-
swer to this is set out in Section 4. Finally, the answer to the fourth
question corresponds to the validation of the proposal and we
present this in Section 5.

To address the research objectives introduced previously, we
applied a combination of different research methods. In the first
place, we carried out a systematic literature review at the begin-
ning of our research work, to collect existing proposals related to
our research question (cf. [29]). Moreover, execution measures
presented as part of RQ2 were distilled by means of an extensive
literature review that was guided by experts in the subject, as well
as by a systematic review about BP measures that had been carried
out [30] in the context of a related research work. After that, we
followed design science principles for the development of our pro-
posal, as suggested by [31]. We worked closely together with busi-
ness experts from the quality group of the HGCR, conducting
several workshops for requirements elicitation to ensure that the
proposals addressed real business needs. The proposal was then
developed by means of several iterative cycles. In an initial cycle
we defined the problem, reviewed existing literature and defined
the main elements of the general MINERVA framework. For each
of the three types of elements defined in the framework (concep-
tual, methodological, tool support) general cycles were carried
out. This enabled us to answer the sub-questions and to define
the different components of the framework, based on those an-
swers. We created a set of artifacts to address the business require-
ments related to the research question of the proposal we are
presenting here. These artifacts are: (i) a method description (i.e.,
BPCIP), (ii) an execution measurement model (i.e., BPEMM), and
a (iii) tool chain. To validate the appropriateness of the artifacts
we designed, a case study that was conducted at the end.
1.3. Comparison

The added value of our integrated approach based on execution
measures for the continuous improvement of BPs realized by ser-
vices when compared with existing proposals can be stated as fol-
lows: firstly, the BPCIP improvement approach includes only a
minimal set of key activities, roles and artifacts for guiding the
BP lifecycle with explicit measurement and improvement activi-
ties. Our case study showed that this makes it easily understand-
able and easy to integrate into the organization’s culture and
way of work. Other approaches, such as Six Sigma, define several
roles and activities on the basis of a statistical analysis of BP behav-
iour; that can be difficult to integrate in organizations. Similar con-
siderations apply for CMMI [26]. Secondly, the guidance provided
by the BPCIP is supported by the execution measures integrated
in the BPEMM model. Although several execution measures exist
in literature, we selected the most important ones for measuring
the execution of BPs and services and integrated these into our
proposal. This created a centralized model which allows both busi-
ness and IT to refer to the same definitions. This in turn serves as
the basis for guiding the defined measurement and improvement
activities. Although the BPMM, CMM, and CMMI models also pro-
vide measurement guidance to reach the fourth and fifth levels,
with a statistical analysis focus, they do not give an explicit defini-
tion of measures and or measurement, or a roadmap for the execu-
tion of improvement activities [17]. The integration of BP
execution with the execution of the services implementing those
BPs, as defined in our proposal, provides a complete vision of the
real operation in the organization. This can be presented both to
the business and IT area enabling the discovery of improvement
opportunities. Another added value of our proposal refers to the
BPEMM ProM plug-in we have developed to support the processing
of the BPEMM execution measures. It shows the measurement re-
sults in a graphical and easy-to-use way, which will be accessible
to the ProM community and organizations wishing to evaluate it.
In relation to this, twelve open-source process engines were as-
sessed in how far the data needed for the calculation of the BPEMM
measures is registered by the tools, allowing integration with ProM
for the analysis.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
present the BP Continuous Improvement Process (BPCIP) we de-
fined, describing its disciplines, activities, roles and phases. In Sec-
tion 3 we set forth the definition of the BP Execution Measurement
Model (BPEMM) along with the specification of the execution mea-
sures we integrated, and in Section 4 there is an explanation of the
tools provided to support the proposal. Section 5 presents a case
study to demonstrate the applicability of the approach, and in Sec-
tion 6 of related work other proposals are discussed. Finally, Sec-
tion 7 discusses the conclusions we have drawn and outlines
future work.
2. BP continuous improvement process (BPCIP)

In this section we present the BPCIP improvement process that
we defined, which is our proposal for answering research question
RQ1 as stated in Section 1. BPCIP’s main objective is to guide the
execution measurement and improvement efforts in the organiza-
tion, providing a systematic way of integrating improvement
opportunities found in BPs and service implementation. We be-
lieve that the explicit definition of measurement and improvement
activities will help to guide the execution measurement and
improvement effort throughout the whole lifecycle. That in turn
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will help to obtain the insights needed about the real execution of
BPs, and will assist adopters of the proposal in taking the corre-
sponding actions to improve them. This is why we defined BPCIP
by extending the BP lifecycle [1] with explicit measurement activ-
ities and the execution measures in the BPEMM model, along with
explicit improvement activities we defined based on the improve-
ment process PmCompetisoft [26]. We updated an initial definition
of BPCIP [8], which we have extended significantly by redefining
the complete BPCIP lifecycle based on the feedback from the con-
ference, to make the BPCIP lifecycle less complex than proposed
at first; this is the version presented here. Following design science
principles, we based the definitions in BPCIP on the existing body
of knowledge, as well as on input from the business experts in
the Hospital General de Ciudad Real (HGCR). In Fig. 1 the complete
lifecycle defined by BPCIP is presented.

BPCIP defines Disciplines and Phases in a similar way to the Uni-
fied Process [32]. We have implemented the BPCIP as an EPF Com-
poser2 Method plug-in, in order to provide interoperability with
other processes defined in the same way. Users can access it easily
on MINERVA’s Web site.3 We present the BPCIP including its Disci-
plines and Phases, in the next two sections: BPCIP Disciplines (cf.
Section 2.1) and BPCIP Phases (cf. Section 2.2).

2.1. BPCIP Disciplines

To establish the Disciplines of BPCIP we use a ‘‘primary catego-
rization mechanism for organizing tasks that defines a major area
of concern and/or cooperation of work effort’’ [33], identifying
activities, artifacts and roles needed to guide the management
and continuous improvement of BPs in the organization. The Disci-
plines and their activities including their input and output arte-
facts and roles are presented below, organized by Discipline.

The Business Modeling Discipline aims to obtain a map of the
organization and its BPs, to gain a better understanding of the busi-
ness by representing their BPs explicitly as models. An explicit rep-
resentation of an organization’s BPs has the advantage of showing
how the BPs are performed in the organization supporting the dis-
covery of improvement opportunities. Organizations may also
have to re-design BPs to integrate improvements after analyzing
their execution, or when validation and/or verification results are
not as expected. There are three activities in this Discipline:
2 http://www.eclipse.org/epf/
3 http://alarcos.esi.uclm.es/MINERVA/BPCIP/
� BM1 – Assess the Organization: This activity provides insights
into the business area of the organization, its business goals
and the business process defined, together with how they oper-
ate. The objective is also to look at the employees and other par-
ticipants involved (i.e., customers, competitors) and the
technologies used in the organization, among other elements,
as well to consider the problems and areas for improvement.
Organizations can use in this activity the OMG Business Motiva-
tion Model (BMM) [34] to show the goals and strategy of the
organization.
� BM2 – Identify and model BPs: This activity aims to identify and

model BPs in the organization. It includes the activities carried
out to perform the BP, and how these are performed (i.e., man-
ually or automatically). It also covers the control flow of the BP,
defined by the sequence of activities and the diverging and con-
verging of flows based on decision nodes (i.e., gateways). It
takes into account the internal participants (i.e., roles, organiza-
tional units) and the external participants (i.e., suppliers, cli-
ents, and business partners), inputs and outputs managed
through the BP execution and the resources needed. There are
a great variety of notations for BP modeling [29], although in
recent years BPMN - which was initially promoted by [35] -
has emerged as the most widely-used standard. Thus, we will
use Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN2) [36] for
the specification of BP models.
� BM3 – Redesign BPs: This activity takes place mainly in the con-

text of an improvement effort after improvement opportunities
have been detected for the BP. Redesign is about including the
improvement opportunities that have been identified as part
of activity IM3 in the BP model. These are opportunities that
come to light thanks to an evaluation of the real BP execution
when it has been analysed. Organizations may also perform this
evaluation after carrying out a validation and/or verification of
the BP model, to include improvements found prior to its imple-
mentation. To guide the redesign of BP models several proposals
and approaches exist (e.g. [27,37–39]).

The Business Process Validation & Verification Discipline aims to
validate and verify the BP model prior to its implementation to de-
tect improvement opportunities early in the BP lifecycle. Valida-
tion of a BP refers to testing whether the BP behaves as expected.
Verification, in turn, refers to checking whether the BP does not ex-
hibit any undesired properties, such as the existence of deadlocks.
There are two activities in this Discipline:

http://www.eclipse.org/epf/
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� VV1 – Validate Business Processes: The particular validation
approach to be used to gain insight into the characteristics of
the BP model prior to its implementation has to be selected.
There are several validation techniques to validate the model,
which are mainly classified into two distinct groups: analytical
techniques and simulation (e.g. [22,40]). BP simulation is based
on tools which provide the environment needed to simulate BPs
execution. Analytical methods, in turn, include the use of math-
ematical formalisms such as queuing theory. Apart from those,
other quality characteristics can be assessed such as complex-
ity, coupling of cohesion, which provide extra information
about the BP model, using existing design measures (e.g. [41–
44]).
� VV2 – Verify Business Processes: Verification of BP model is per-

formed to gain insight into several characteristics of the model
prior to its implementation, for example, detecting deadlocks
caused by violations of the soundness property [1]. To carry
out this verification it may be necessary to transform the
BPMN2 model into a suitable notation, such as Petri Nets.

The Business Process Implementation Discipline aims to imple-
ment BPs with services driven by models, using, for example, the
BPSOM methodology. The BPSOM methodology generates service
models, specified in Service Oriented Architecture Modeling Lan-
guage (SoaML) [45] from BPMN2 models [13,14] and integrates
tool support for performing the defined activities. Depending on
the particular language used by the chosen process engine, like,
for example, BPMN2, XML Process Definition Language (XPDL)
[46], or Web Services Business Process Execution Language [47]
further work needs to be done on the BP model. Several existing
tools generate XPLD/WS-BPEL models from BPMN2 models, which
can be used to perform this transformation.4 We defined two activ-
ities in this Discipline:

� I1 – Implement BP with services: This activity involves the carry-
ing out of two main tasks: first of all, there is the generation of
the executable BPMN2/XPDL/WS-BPEL from the BPMN2 model
specified in the Business Modeling Discipline. Secondly, there
is the development of service models from the same BPMN2
model, making it possible to implement the services to realize
the BP (using BPSOM).
� I2 – Re-implement services: This activity is carried out in the con-

text of an improvement effort, when an improvement opportu-
nity for the implementation of the services exists. The
corresponding specification of services has to be updated
accordingly, taking into account the definitions of the BP, as
specified in the BP document.

The Business Process Analysis Discipline aims to analyze the exe-
cution of BPs; both in real time, by means of monitoring BP execu-
tion, as well as after the execution of a considerable amount of BP
instances, registering the corresponding data. Based on the data
provided in real time, business people can take immediate deci-
sions to improve the execution of BPs. These decisions may include
the assigning of more resources if a bottleneck is detected. The sec-
ond kind of analysis sets out to process data from the execution of
the BPs. This provides the business area with information that en-
ables it to find improvement opportunities for the BP. In this disci-
pline, there are two activities:

� A1 – Monitor BPs execution: The BP execution is monitored on
the basis of the software products. This provides real time
access to BP execution data, such as the current state of the
4 http://www.businessprocessincubator.com/do/convert.html
BP case and its activities. Monitoring BP execution helps the
organization to carry out, for example, re-assigning of resources
to BPs.
� A2 – Analyze BP execution: From the data registered in the

event logs and services/systems logs for each BP case exe-
cuted, we may use several Process Mining (PM) techniques
provided by the ProM framework to analyze the execution
of the BP. We carry out this analysis by means of the ProM
plug-ins for Process Mining (PM) and the ProM BPEMM
plug-in for the calculation and visualization of the execution
measures.

The Business Process Execution Measurement Discipline sets out
to show explicitly the execution measurement activities to per-
form in the extended BP lifecycle of BPCIP. We have defined this
discipline in consonance with the vision proposed in the CMMI,
which establishes an explicit Measurement Process Area with spe-
cific activities to guide the measurement effort. To extend the BP
lifecycle with explicit execution measurement we defined four
activities:

� EM1 – Select execution measures: This activity sets out to deter-
mine which execution measures will be calculated from the
execution of the BP, selecting them from the ones integrated
in the BPEMM. The base measures established for each goal in
the BPEMM provide the data to be collected from the BP execu-
tion to enable the calculation of the remaining measures.
� EM2 – Implement execution measures collection: In this activity

the execution measures from the BPEMM have to be imple-
mented in the infrastructure for the execution of the BP and
the services, i.e., integrating the base measures that define the
data to be collected into the process engine and the infrastruc-
ture used for service execution.
� EM3 – Collect execution measures: The process engine and the

infrastructure executing services collect the data for the execu-
tion measures selected from BPEMM, as the BP cases execute. In
particular, the engine registers data such as the start and com-
pletion time of activities, as well as the corresponding perform-
ers and the data involved, making it possible to calculate the
execution measures in the BPEMM.
� EM4 – Analyze execution measurement results: To analyze the

execution measurement results as defined in the BPEMM, the
ProM plug-in we have developed (cf. Section 4) calculates and
visualizes the execution measures organized in different views
(cf. Section 3.2). Based on the measurement results for the BP,
the business area can find improvement opportunities that
may be incorporated in the BP to better achieve the business
and BP goals defined, by performing activity BM3.

Finally, the Business Process Improvement Discipline shows
explicitly the improvement activities in the context of the BPCIP.
The activities provide the basis for systematically guiding the
improvement effort that seeks to integrate improvement opportu-
nities into the BPs. Four activities should be performed after
improvement opportunities for the BP have been found. The focus
is on an agile integration which minimizes the effort of carrying
out the improvement process, thus, making it easier to use. The
definition of the improvement activities uses the improvement
process PmCompetisoft [26] as its basis; this process takes those
objectives into account. There are four activities in the Improve-
ment Discipline:

� IM1 – Define improvements: This activity implies stating what
improvements will be carried out to integrate the improvement
opportunities found by analysing the execution measurement
results (i.e., EM4). The improvement proposal is aligned with

http://www.businessprocessincubator.com/do/convert.html
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the strategic business goals of the organization and the specific
goals for the BP; the management area must approve this pro-
posal to ensure the sponsorship for the improvement.
� IM2 – Diagnose Processes: The diagnosis of the BP using the

BPMM standard implies a review of the definition of the BP
and the way it is being carried out in the organization, to assess
its maturity level. The BPMM follows the format that is set out
by the software maturity models (CMM, CMMI) and includes
several Process Areas and Key Activities, which, when per-
formed, allow the BP to gain maturity by moving to a higher
maturity level.
� IM3 – Formulate improvements: This activity aims to establish

explicitly which parts of the BP model and which services will
be modified to achieve the improvements defined. After per-
forming this activity, the complete BP lifecycle (from the Design
& Analysis phase to the Evaluation phase) is executed again to
create the new BP version including the improvements, to
implement and execute it and to collect data about its
execution.
� IM4 – Assess improvement effort: This activity implies the evalu-

ation of the achievement of the goals specified for the improve-
ment effort, both in terms of the improvement of the BP as
defined and as regards the schedule, resources and cost estab-
lished for the cycle. The old and the new BP version outcomes
are compared in order to see whether a real improvement has
been achieved. It also includes the carrying-out of a post-mor-
tem analysis to assess the development of the improvement
cycle.

2.2. BPCIP Phases

The BPCIP consists of four phases, starting with the modeling of
a new BP or with redesigning an existing one in BPMN2 following
best modeling practices such as workflow patterns [48], and then
implementing it by means of services based on models. The execu-
tion of the BP is measured and evaluated using BPEMM execution
measures, to identify improvement opportunities. These improve-
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Fig. 2. BPCIP work method in
ments can then be fed back into the BP following a systematic ap-
proach based on the improvement activities we have established.
Fig. 2 presents the activities we added to be performed in each
BPCIP lifecycle phase; Table 1 shows a summary of the activities
relating the disciplines and phases, following the Unified Process
style.
3. BP Execution Measurement Model (BPEMM)

In this section we present the BPEMM measurement model,
which is what we propose as an answer to research question
RQ2, stated in Section 1. The BPEMM model provides a set of exe-
cution measures for BPs and service execution, for use in the con-
text of the continuous improvement effort of the organization. We
believe that having a predefined set of execution measures will
help organizations to focus on the evaluation of selected aspects
of BP execution, preventing them to spend valuable time in defin-
ing the execution measures by themselves. For defining the
BPEMM we followed design science principles, by choosing the
execution measures of BPEMM according to findings from the ex-
pert-guided review of existing literature [22,37] that we carried
out, and on the basis of a systematic review on general BP mea-
sures [30] from a related work, as well as by using input from
the business experts belonging to the hospital (HGCR).

Then, to define the structure of the BPEMM model we applied
the same reasoning that underpins the structure of existing soft-
ware architectural approaches which handle complexity by defin-
ing different views for different purposes [49,50]. This allows
overcoming the difficulty of showing different aspects of the solu-
tion to different stakeholders with different needs, thus organizing
our measures in three different views: Generic, Lean and Service
views. In this sense, inside each view, we also organized measures
by means of four dimensions and into a three-level hierarchy. We
describe the BPEMM execution measurement model structure in
Section 3.1 and the definition of the selected execution measures
in Section 3.2.
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Table 1
Summary of activities in Disciplines and Phases.

Discipline/Phase Design & Analysis Configuration Enactment Evaluation

Business Modeling BM1-Assess the
organization
BM2-Identify BPS
BM3-Redesign BPS

BP Validation &
Verification

VV1-Validate BPS
VV2-Verify BPs

BP Implementation I1-Implement BPs with services
I2-Re-implement services

BP Analysis A1-Monitor BP execution A2-Analyze BP execution

BP Execution
measurement

EM1-Select execution
measures

EM2-Implement execution
measures

EM3-Collect execution
measures

EM4-Analyze execution measurement
results

BP improvement IM1-Define improvements
IM2-Diagnose processes
IM3-Formulate improvements
IM4-Assess improvement efforts
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3.1. BPEMM overview

BPEMM is based on the Goal, Question, Metrics (GQM) [51] par-
adigm, the foundation of which is the idea that an organization
must first specify its goals if it is to measure what the organization
does in a meaningful way. Initially defined to evaluate defects in
software projects, its use has extended to several other domains
such as improvement efforts in software organizations, and design
of Software Engineering experiments. Our proposal includes sev-
eral elements that also come from the software area, such as the
improvement activities added to the BP lifecycle, and the BPMM
model which has its origins in CMMI and CMM. The use of GQM
to define the BPEMM is set in the same direction. The aim of
BPEMM is to help business people to choose predefined execution
measures for BPs implemented by services; it was designed specif-
ically for these kinds of systems. Therefore, BPEMM measures have
three main elements:

� Goal: defined for the organization, section, project or process,
from various points of view and models.
� Question: describes how each goal will be evaluated from the

point of view of a quality characteristic.
� Metric: a set of data, which can be objective or subjective, put

together to answer each question quantitatively, also by means
of elements defined in the Software Measurement Ontology
(SMO) [52], such as:
� Base measure: a measure of an attribute with no dependence

upon any other measure, and whose measurement approach
is a measurement method.
� Derived measure: a measure derived from other base and

derived measures, using a measurement function as measure-
ment approach.
� Indicator: a measure derived from other measures; its measure-

ment approach is an analysis model which has an associated
decision criterion (defining ranks to which the measurement
results can belong).
Table 2
Example of execution measures specification in BPEMM.

Goal G1 Minimize the Throughput Time (TT) of th
Question Q1 What is the actual TT of the BP?
Measures M1 (base) Start time of an Activity (ST)

M2(base) Completion time of an Activity (CT)
M3(derived) Working time of an Activity (AWoT = CT �
M4(derived) Throughput Time of a BP case (BPTT = TWo
M5 (indicator) Average BP Throughput Time for all BP cas

D. Criteria Percentage DC R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = RED;R2: L1<=
To make the structure we have defined for the specification of
execution measures in the BPEMM clear, Table 2 shows an example
for the Throughput Time (TT) of the BP. Note that this is not the
complete definition of measures for TT which is presented in Sec-
tion 3.2 and Appendix A, but just an example illustrating the way
in which measures are defined in the BPEMM. As it can be seen
in Table 2, the specification starts with the definition of a goal
and questions to provide a way of reaching the goal; in the exam-
ple there is only one goal specified, but there can be as many as
necessary.

For each question, we specify several execution measures by
means of the SMO. They include base measures which will be
implemented in the BP to gather the corresponding data. They also
comprise several derived measures using this data and maybe
other derived measures, as well as indicators which can also be
determined using the previous ones as a basis. Indicators also have
ranks to which they can belong, attached to their measurement re-
sults; these provide information about the results obtained. We
use the ProM metaphor of a traffic light to assign colours to ranks,
with the following meaning: ‘‘Green’’ for OK, ‘‘Yellow’’ for Warning
and ‘‘Red’’ for Stop (indicating problems).

For each measurable concept identified as being of interest for
the business area we have specified several execution measures
for BPs and services realizing them in the BPEMM. Table 3 displays
the measurable concepts along with their definition and the goals
they are related to.
3.1.1. BPEMM views, dimensions and hierarchy
BPEMM execution measures are grouped according to three

specific views: Generic BP, Lean BP and Service execution, to man-
age complexity and to clearly separate different concerns. We
organize these views taking into account the dimensions time,
cost, flexibility and quality in the ‘‘Devil’s quadrant’’ [37,53], as
shown in Fig. 3. The use of the ‘‘Devil’s Quadrant’’ dimensions helps
analyzing the trade-offs that have to be considered when designing
e BP

ST)
T + TWaT)
es (ABPTT = L BPTT/Total BP cases) Decision criteria = Inverse Percentage DC R1:

TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2 <= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = GREEN



Table 3
Measurable concepts and Goals defined by execution view.

Execution
view

Measurable Concept Definition Goals

Generic Throughput Time
(TT)

Total time from the moment in which a BP case is initiated to its completion [22] Min TT, Max efficiency

Capacity Number of BP cases per unit of time that the BP can handle, for resources (bottlenecks) [22]
(adapted)

Max capacity, Min bottlenecks

Resources Tangible assets necessary to perform activities within a BP [22] Min quantity, Max utilization
Cost Of human resources to produce a good or deliver a service [37] Min cost
Path execution Successful path execution (i.e. charging credit card) vs. unsuccessful path (i.e. charged rejected) Max successful, Min unsuccessful
Final state State of BP ending, apart from successful or unsuccessful (i.e. normally, aborted, cancelled) Max normal, Min abnormal
Quality External: user satisfaction with the product or process, internal: condition of working in BP [37] Max external and internal quality
Flexibility Ability to react to changes, i.e. resources executing tasks, process handling cases, change

workloads, change structure [37]
Max flexibility Min time for
introducing changes

Lean Rework Loop in the BP with control specifying criteria to allow a job to continue processing [22] Min execution of rework loops
Value-adding
activities

Activities essential for the BP to meet customer’s expectations [22] Max value-adding activities

Non value-adding
activities

Activities that does not add value to the customer [22] Min non value-adding activities

Defects/errors Defects/errors in process/products causes repair, rework and waste [22] Min defects/errors

Services Response Time Guaranteed time interval for the execution of the response of an event [58] Guarantee a defined response time
Throughput Number of event responses completed over a given observation interval [58] Guarantee a defined throughput
Capacity Maximum achievable throughput without violating specified responses time [58] Guarantee a defined capacity
Availability Service readiness for usage [58] Guarantee a defined availability
Reliability Service ability to keep operating over time [58] Guarantee defined reliability
Confidentiality Property that data be inaccessible to unauthorized users [58] Guarantee defined confidentiality
Integrity Property that the data be resistant to unauthorized modification [58] Guarantee defined integrity

Fig. 3. Dimensions of the devil’s quadrant [53,37].

Fig. 5. BPEMM ‘‘Magic cube’’ defined by the three dimensions for execution
measure specification.
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or redesigning a BP; changes in one dimension can impact another
negatively, i.e. removing an activity can improve the duration of
the BP, but at the same time may have a negative effect on its
quality.

Measures are also arranged in a three-level hierarchy as shown
in Fig. 4, which defines the Granularity level of the execution mea-
sures. At the third level, measures for each activity instance are
registered; at the second level these measures are combined to cal-
culate them for each corresponding BP case, and, finally, at the first
Fig. 4. Defined hierarchy of levels for execution meas
level the BP case measures are combined to calculate the ones for
the BP, such as averages or percentages.

For the tridimensional organization of BPEMM, we have created
a ‘‘cube’’ view diagram (cf. Fig. 5), to show the elements: Execution
views (Generic BP, Lean BP and Services), ‘‘Devil’s quadrant’’
dimensions (time, cost, flexibility and quality) and Granularity
ures: BP, BP instances and BP activity instances.



Fig. 6. (a) Activity lifecycle and (b) execution times from (zur Muehlen, 2004).
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levels (BP, BP cases and Activity instances). These three dimensions
are used to present the measurement results for several combina-
tions of elements from the cube dimensions.

In the 3D-space presented in Fig. 5 the example point m(x1, y1,
z1) represents the selection of: the Generic BP execution view from
the Execution view dimension, the Time dimension from the
dimensions of the Devil’s Quadrant dimension and the BP case
from the Granularity level dimension. This will result in the set
of measures that can be calculated to show, for example, execution
measures in the generic view, related to the Time dimension at the
granularity of BP cases such as the Total working time of a BP case,
or the Throughput Time (TT) of a BP case.

3.1.2. Assumptions for calculations
In this section we present the assumptions we make for the cal-

culation of BPEMM execution measures, regarding the Time dimen-
sion, the need for the BP model and for context data, and the service
measures. We need to define how to tackle various aspects of the BP
execution in order to be able to calculate the measures.

The execution times for the activities of a BP include process-
ing (or service) times, as well as waiting (and queuing) times.
The times relate to the lifecycle of activities which defines the
states in which an activity may be during BP execution.
Fig. 6(a) displays an example of an activity lifecycle; in (b), there
is a display of related execution times. As regards the activity
lifecycle and the different states and transitions that can occur
during BP execution, we have simplified the approach. We estab-
lish a minimum core set of data that we must collect to be able
to calculate them. This corresponds to the three key times of:
enabled, start and complete time. We have decided to use these
key times because they are the ones most commonly provided
by BP engines (c.f. Section 4.2). However, if the enabled time
of the activities is not registered, we consider the completion
times of all activities required for their enablement and take
here the latest time as the enable time.

Nevertheless, it is easily possible to extend the BPEMM execu-
tion measures such that we can take other times that can be regis-
tered into account: these might include, for example, suspended
and resumed, which we will leave for future work.

To calculate the cost of the BP associated with human resources,
data on the resource executing each activity is required. With re-
spect to states for the BP case, we usually register the start and
completion times of BP cases. In case this information is not regis-
tered we can derive them directly from the ones defined for the
activities, considering the structure of the BP model. For example,
the start of the BP case can be approximated as the enable time of
the first activity and the completion time of the BP case as the com-
pletion time of the last activity.
For the calculation of service execution times, we also use sev-
eral times, starting from the enabled, start and completion times
for BP activities. We also defined specific times to register the exe-
cution of services in the associated infrastructure, such as when
the invocation is received, the execution starts and the execution
completes and responds to the BP. We explain all this in the Service
execution view (cf. Section 3.2.3), as there are several concepts and
definitions that we need to clarify to help the reader understand
those times.

The control flow view in BP models defines the order in which
the activities can be executed, and bifurcations that may occur in
the flow; several workflow patterns [48] have been defined to ex-
press these modeling options. For the calculation of execution
measures three key patterns are particularly important, as they im-
ply different ways of calculation. Fig. 7 presents these three pat-
terns, along with the corresponding formulas to calculate their
associated times (adapted from [22]). To perform these calcula-
tions we will require the BP model.

The patterns presented are: (a) loop: an activity or several activ-
ities are repeatedly executed; (b) exclusive branching: only one of
several branches can be executed, and (c) parallel branching: all
the branches defined by the decision point will be executed.

In (a), we have to add up all the execution times for the activi-
ties executed within the loop to obtain the execution time for that
loop. In (b), we add up only the activities of the executed branch. In
(c), only the maximum of the execution times for all branches is ta-
ken into account. For other patterns, the calculation is similar; for
example, to calculate the times for an inclusive branching, the for-
mula is the same as for the parallel path, but we take only the exe-
cuted branches into account.

As far as the BP model is concerned, we assume that each activ-
ity will have a unique label. This allows us to define, for example,
domain-specific measures like the definition of a ‘‘successful
branch’’ (cf. Section 3.2.1) or to specify which activities take part
in a rework loop (cf. Section 3.2.3), using the label of the activity
as identifier.

All the information that we need and which cannot be obtained
from the collection of data from the BP execution will come in the
form of a document or context data provided by the business area.
It may include information such as the definition of rework loops
by indicating which activities correspond to it, or the salary of each
participant in the BP which is necessary to calculated measures re-
lated to the Cost dimension.

3.2. BPEMM execution measures

In this section we present the set of execution measures in-
cluded in the BPEMM, classified according to the three execution



Fig. 7. Calculation of times for different patterns (adapted from [22]).
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views we defined: Generic BP, Lean, and Services. For each one we
provide the dimensions of time, cost, quality and flexibility-if def-
initions for a particular dimension exist-and for the hierarchy
defined.
3.2.1. Generic BP execution view
In this view we integrate generic and domain specific execution

measures for domains such as healthcare, software or production.
These measures relate to generic BP characteristics that are not
themselves related to the type of BP. Generic measures include
the duration of activities, the duration of the complete BP, costs,
roles involved, along with quality as perceived by the user. Do-
main-specific measures, in turn, refer to measures that have to
be instantiated for each domain. The business area defines this
kind of measures as Key Performance Indicators (KPI taking into
account specific expected results, such as the quantity of received
or delivered orders, products, or successful payments.

In the Time dimension, one key measure refers to the Through-
put Time (TT) [22,37–39], which, as presented in Table 3, is de-
fined as the total time from the moment in which a BP case is
initiated, to its completion [22]. Considering the enabled time,
the start time, and the completion time of an activity (cf. Sec-
tion 3.1.2) we can calculate, among others, the working and wait-
ing time of an activity, the Throughput Time (TT) of a BP case, and
the average TT for all BP cases. Table 4, included in Appendix A,
shows all the measures defined for the Time dimension – BP
Throughput Time (TT).

We integrate several existing execution measures for the Time
dimension. These are based on those defined in [22,37,54], and
new ones are established, such as the Index between Working
and Waiting time for activities and BP cases (M10, M11). In Fig. 8
we set out, in a very simplified view, the relationship between
the times we use.

The execution measures presented in Table 4 in Appendix A al-
low us to show information for each level of the hierarchy, as we
calculate times for each activity, each BP case and averages for
the BP model level. When analyzing the measurement results for
the Time dimension, a key aspect is to search for high waiting
times and high percentages of waiting times at each of the levels
and to look for high average times for the TT of the BP. We should
also keep a lookout for high indexes between working and waiting
times, which will indicate that for the level analysed (for example
an activity) the waiting time is much higher than the working time.

Another key measure for the Time dimension is the Capacity of
the BP, which represents the number of BP cases that can be pro-
cessed by a unit of time. This is restricted by the resources associ-
ated with the roles executing the activities in the BP [22]. We
should remember that the capacity of the BP refers to the resource
type and resources available for each one, so a key measure for
capacity is to find the bottleneck of the BP, i.e., the resource type
with the smallest capacity. The base measure defined for the BP
capacity is the assignation of resources to roles executing each
activity. The execution event log does not contain this; it comes
rather in the information we gather from the business area, in
the form of a document or context data to specify it; the BPMN2
model gives us the information about the role assigned to each
activity. In Table 5, included in Appendix A, we present the BPEMM
execution measures for the Time dimension – BP Capacity, which
we have adapted from [22].

Since we know from the registered data how many times each
activity has been executed, and we also know the average working
times for the activities of the BP, we can calculate the unit capacity
of each resource type. It indicates the number of BP cases each one
can complete per unit of time (with the unit of time in the average
time of the activities: seconds, minutes, hours, etc.). Hence, the re-
source type with the smallest capacity indicates the bottleneck in
the process. It would be interesting for managers to see the average
times of execution for each activity assigned to each person, so we
plan to measure this.

For the Cost dimension, we have integrated execution measures
to calculate the operational cost (i.e., the cost associated with re-
sources assigned to activities). These costs can be human re-
sources, or material resources, such as an operating room. To be
able to calculate the cost, information about the base cost of each
resource must be provided in the desired unit of time (hour, week,
or month) so that we can use this to calculate their participation in
the BP. Table 6, included in Appendix A, displays the execution
measures determined for the Cost dimension. As can be seen, we
calculate costs for each activity in the BP, for each BP case and
for all BP cases, to provide a complete view that covers the hierar-
chy defined. Although this is an initial set of measures, it can pro-
vide valuable information regarding the costs associated with the
BP. We will deal with this particular issue in future work.
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Concerning the Quality dimension, we provide information
about the way in which the BP cases ‘‘end’’ their execution, with
two different approaches: the first one corresponds to the type of
ending as defined in the BP lifecycle, such as completed, termi-
nated and aborted. These measures provide information about
the number of BP cases ending successfully or unsuccessfully, as
well as the percentage they represent in the total execution of BP
cases. These execution measures for the Quality dimension by type
of ending are shown in Table 7, which we include in Appendix A.
The second one corresponds to the definition of the domain-spe-
cific measure ‘‘successful path’’ that has to be instantiated for each
BP and domain, by defining the activities included in the successful
execution branches of the BP. The business people must do this
when they are selecting the execution measures from the BPEMM.
A document or context data registers all this, which will then be
used for the calculation of the measures. Table 8, in Appendix A,
sets out the execution measures with respect to successful branch
execution. This approach is complementary to the first one pre-
sented, as it could be interesting to know, for all the BP cases,
which ended in the complete state (previous measures), and which
of them were successful or unsuccessful. An example of this might
be the charging of a credit card for a sale. That information can be
useful to detect, for example, a malfunction in the implementation
of the BP, where many credit card charges are rejected due to poor
interaction between services implementing the BP. Other measures
for quality that we have not presented here include measuring cli-
ent satisfaction and employee satisfaction by means of question-
naires about their perception of the BP execution. These can also
lead to an improvement of the BPs.

The execution measures in the Flexibility dimension have to do
with, for example, the times regarding the ‘‘change process’’ for
the BP, which may originate from different sources: a request to
change something in the BP by any person involved in its execu-
tion, an unforeseen event that prevents them from following the
BP model as defined, or an improvement opportunity detected by
business people in the evaluation phase when analyzing the
BPEMM execution measure values. In this dimension what we
want to measure is, for example, how long it will take to incorpo-
rate the needed change into the BP. To that end we will define,
model and execute a change process, as with any other BP in the
organization. Business people will use this process to track the
changes made to the BP, as well as the duration of the change pro-
cess. This means that the flexibility execution measures build upon
the execution measures of the time and Quality dimension, but
they focus on the particular BP that introduces changes into any
other BP.

3.2.2. Lean execution view
This view defines execution measures used to collect informa-

tion for detecting waste in BP execution. It aims to find activities,
paths or parts in the BP that, if used to best advantage, can lead
to an optimization and improvement of the complete BP [22]. Lean
thinking was first introduced in the Toyota Production System
(TPS); the basic tenet is the identification and elimination of waste,
which is categorized in seven types: overproduction, waiting,
transport, extra processing, inventory, motion and defects). Lean
principles and waste types have been adapted to areas other than
the manufacturing one, such as software development [55], infor-
mation management [56] and healthcare [57]. Non value-adding
activities usually have to do with handoffs, delays, rework, and
control activities in loops.

In the context of this view the most important dimensions of
the Devil’s quadrangle are the Time dimension (focused on rework
loops) and the Quality dimension; the cost and Flexibility dimen-
sions, in turn, are the same as those defined for the Generic BP
view. Rework loops play an important role in the Lean execution
view, since they allow for the identification of non-value adding
activities that generate delays. Rework loops are loops where the
controlling business rule refers to quality aspects in the execution
of the previous activities (for example, examining a product to see
if it has been repaired) and determines if the flow can continue, or
if it has to be re-executed to meet the quality levels established for
the execution. Normal loops representing repetitive action (which
are not rework loops) will not be considered by our measures,
since these loops do not represent waste in form of non-value add-
ing activities (e.g., a loop representing the buying of goods on a
web page where the customer adds repeatedly items to the shop-
ping cart). To be able to differentiate rework loops from normal
loops, rework loops must be defined by business people in the con-
text data document, by explicitly identifying the activities involved
in each rework loop execution. Thus, we focus the definition of lean
execution measures with respect to the Time dimension on the dis-
covery of rework in a BP. From the Time dimension of the Generic
BP view, we use defined base and derived measures to calculate the
rework measures. Table 9, which we have included in Appendix A,
displays the measures defined for the rework in the Lean execution
view.

In the Quality dimension, execution measures for Lean involve
the discovery of defects during BP execution. Any worker detecting
a defect during BP execution may report the defect and even cancel
the BP case if the error is not recoverable.

3.2.3. Service execution view
This view contains measures regarding the execution of services

realizing the BPs, taking the Quality of Service (QoS) requirements
for this type of software into account. Service measures take qual-
ity attributes for services as their starting point-attributes such as:
performance (i.e. response time: processing time and latency,
throughput, capacity), security (i.e. confidentiality, integrity),
dependability (i.e. availability, reliability), as defined in [58–63].

To calculate the measures corresponding to the service execu-
tion view in the Time dimension, we have defined six times of
interest for the activities and service execution to be registered
in the BP execution. In the first place, in the BP activity we log
the enabled time, the start time corresponding to when a service
is invoked, and the complete time, corresponding to when the ser-
vice returns an answer after processing the request. In the second
place, in the service itself we log the times in which the service re-
ceives the invocation (enabled), starts its execution (start), com-
pletes its execution (complete) and sends the result to the BP
engine, as shown in Fig. 9.

To calculate the measures for each service invoked, the data
about the invocation has to be logged in the service. The applica-
tion server running the service, for example can include this, by
such means as logging the time of the invocation, origin and cre-
dentials in each invocation to the service. When the service is
invoked outside the organization and we do not have control over



Fig. 9. Defined times for service execution and BP activities.
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the environment of execution, we can use information from the
communication, but the internal times for the service will be diffi-
cult to obtain.

As shown in Fig. 9, we use the time t1 to log the enabled time of
the activity invoking the service, t2 and t6 to log in the activity the
invocation and the answer received from the service, respectively.
We do this in the same way as if they were the start and comple-
tion times as before, the only difference being that the resource
executing it is the system; t3, t4 and t5 are used to register times
in the service: the invocation received (enabled = t3), the start = t4

and the complete = t5 times of the service processing.
When we do not have the complete data on service execution,

we can nevertheless use the times registered from the point of
view of the BP, to calculate the response time of the service. This
will include communication latency, as well as latency and pro-
cessing times for the service. In this way, we are able to log the
start and complete times for the activity in the BP engine in the
same way as we do with the rest of the activities in the BP; we cal-
culate the waiting and working times of the activity, which include
the times for the service execution. With this approach, we also in-
clude service execution times in the calculation of the Throughput
Time (TT) of the BP; these can be shown only for those activities
that involve the invocation of a service, providing the service mea-
sures for the BP implementation within the organization, or evalu-
ating the interactions with partners.

As discussed before, we need to include several base measures
in the implementation of services or in the infrastructure executing
them. What we provide in this view, therefore, is the data that has
to be logged, so that after implementation, we can add this to the
services. In Table 10 in Appendix A, we show the service execution
measures defined for the Time dimension – Service Response
Time.
Other measures for service execution times correspond to the
service throughput, which refers to the number of event responses
completed over a given observation interval. We can calculate
these only from the implementation of the service or the service
infrastructure, so they make sense for internal services in the orga-
nization only. We present the service execution measures defined
for the Time dimension – Service Throughput in Table 11 of Appen-
dix A.

The measures for service execution times set out in Table 12 of
Appendix A for the Time dimension – Service Capacity, are related
to the previous ones, throughput and response times, and corre-
spond to the service capacity. This refers to the maximum through-
put that is achievable without violating specified response times.
Once more, we can calculate this only from the implementation
of the service or the service infrastructure, so these make sense
for internal services in the organization only.

Most of the service execution measures data can only be gath-
ered by implementing the log of the base measures in the services
and/or the infrastructure. For example, to know how many unau-
thorized attempts to invoke a service have taken place over a cer-
tain period of time, we need to log all the invocations rejected
because of the presentation of invalid credentials to the service.
For this and related goals, the service execution measures defined
for the Quality dimension, regarding availability, reliability and
confidentiality, are shown in Table 13 of Appendix A.
4. Tool support

As part of our proposal we integrated several existing tools and
developed new ones to answer Research Question RQ3, set forth in
Section 1. One of the most common shortcomings of several meth-



Fig. 10. SMTool example of use for the specification of the execution measures in graphical form.
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odological proposals is their missing tool support to aid in the real-
ization of the activities they define. However, the lack of respective
support makes the proposals difficult to apply hindering real inte-
gration in organizations. That is the reason why we include tool
support for use in the phases and activities we defined in the BPCIP,
and to support the implementation, calculation and evaluation of
the execution measures in the BPEMM. On the one hand, we eval-
uated several existing proposals and incorporated into our ap-
proach selected tools which meet our requirements for
graphically specifying the execution measures (cf. Section 4.1) as
well as for executing BP models and registering the data needed
to calculate the execution measures we proposed, by using stan-
dard technology (cf. Section 4.2). On the other hand, we developed
a proof-of-concept prototype, to integrate the evaluation of our
execution measures into the ProM framework, following design
science principles and refining the tool iteratively until the require-
ments were met (cf. Section 4.3).

4.1. Graphical specification of execution measures

In Section 3.1, we describe how the specification of the execu-
tion measures is done by means of the GQM in textual form, fol-
lowing the definitions of the SMO. This way of specification
could be clear enough for business people to understand the
BPEMM execution measures defined for the execution of each BP
in the organization. But, following the adage ‘‘a picture is worth
a thousand words’’, we also believe it is important to provide
graphical support, in order to give a quick overall view of the ele-
ments involved in the measurement. For this reason, we have inte-
grated the SMTool [64]. SMTool implements the concepts and
relationships defined in the SMO, providing a graphical view of
any measurement model, using the Software Measurement Model-
ing Language (SMML) [65]. The SMML diagrams are used in the De-
sign & Analysis phase to make it easier for business people to
understand BPEMM measures. Fig. 10 shows an example of the
use of SMTool for the defined execution measures in the Generic
BP view for the Time dimension.

There are several concepts and relationships shown for the def-
inition of the execution measures: in the first place, in the top left-
hand corner of the diagram, the information needed ‘‘To know the
Throughput Time (TT) of BP execution’’ appears; this has to do with
the measurable concept ‘‘Performance’’ to its right, and below this,
the attribute to be measured – the ‘‘Throughput Time (TT)’’ of the
entity ‘‘Business Process (BP)’’– to its left. Then the three types of
execution measures are defined, to measure the TT, that is: base
measures (identified by the rule), for example ‘‘Start Time’’, in
the upper right-hand corner of the diagram, derived measures be-
low that (identified by the rule, inside the rectangles), for example
‘‘Activity Working Time (AWoT)’’, ‘‘Total Waiting Time (TWaT)’’
and ‘‘Throughput Time (TT)’’, and the indicators below to the left
(identified by the rule inside the rectangles, with the yellow light);
for example, ‘‘AWaT vs. AWoT Index (ATI)’’ and ‘‘Average BPTT
(ABPTT)’’, each with its associated measurement approach.

4.2. Registration of event log data

The selected BPEMM execution measures have to be imple-
mented in the infrastructure supporting the execution of the BPs
in the organization. A key aspect in this sense is to know how to
include the registration of the data that we need to collect in the
event logs. To find out what type of execution event log informa-
tion is registered, we have evaluated several BP engines that exe-
cute BPs in the languages of BPMN2, XPDL and BPEL, as these are
widely used among enterprises. This helps us to differentiate be-
tween the data that we can obtain easily from the native log sys-
tem of the engine, and the data we need to implement and add
to the engine to be able to register the required information. We
focused our evaluation on open source software based on their



Table 14
Business Process engines facilities for registering the defined data in the execution event logs.

Standard XPDL WS-BPEL BPMN2

Engine/Data Bonita Enhydra Shark Joget OBE Wfm Open Orchestra Intalio Apache ODE Riftsaw jBPM Activiti jBPM5

Activity ET U U U – – – U U U – – –
Activity ST U U U U U – U U U U U U

Activity CT U U U U U – U U U U U U

Service IT U U U U U – U U U U U U

Service AT U U U U U – U U U U U U

BP id U U U U U U U U U U U U

BP case id U U U U U U U U U U U U

BP case end state U U U U U U U U U U U U

Activity id U U U U U – U U U U U U

Activity instance id U U U U U – U U U U U U

Activity user U U U U U – – – – U U U
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availability, and the fact that any organization is able to evaluate,
use or even extend it. In Table 14 we present the facilities that each
evaluated engine provides to support the logging of execution data.

As it can be seen, most of the engines innately support the log-
ging of the start and completion times for an activity (including the
ones invoking services), but the enabled times are not widely sup-
ported. For engines where the enabled time is absent we estimate
these times on the basis of the complete times of the immediately-
preceding activities in the BP model as described in Section 3.1.2.
All BP engines support the identification of BPs and BP cases, along
with the identification of activities and activity instances, each one
of which is necessary for the calculation of the rest of the execution
measures. Most of the BP engines also register the end state of the
BP case and the user carrying out the activities. We have selected
three BP engines for the execution of BPs in the languages of
BPMN2, XPDL, and WS-BPEL: Activiti,5 Bonita6 and Intalio7 commu-
nity edition respectively. One objective of our proposal is to integrate
as much as possible existing technology and to only develop tools
when existing technologies not sufficiently to meet our require-
ments. We have done several interoperability tests, transforming
event logs containing the data they register, into the MXML event
log format of the ProM framework. To do so, we use the ProMimport8

framework and Fluxicon9 tools. These make it possible to transform
the exported event logs, in .cvs format, into the MXML format; the
logs are thus successfully loaded and visualized in the ProM frame-
work. For service execution measures we need another form for the
registration of event logs, as services will be executed generally on
an application server, or similar technology. We can thus filter the
logs of the server, to obtain the data logs from the service execution,
or we may implement a specific measurement module to register the
base measures that we need to calculate the rest of the measures, as
proposed in [62]. Nevertheless, we can register in the BP engines the
invocation and answering time of the service, as start and complete
times of the activity invoking the service.
4.3. Calculation and visualization of execution measures

The ProM framework provides several plug-ins to extract infor-
mation from the real execution of the BP, focusing mainly on three
aspects: the discovery of non-existing BP models, the comparison
of existing BP models with their real execution, and the enhance-
ment of existing models with information about their real
execution. For the analysis of BP execution measures from an oper-
ational point of view, few plug-ins for the making of organizational
5 http://activiti.org/
6 http://www.bonitasoft.com/
7 http://bpms.intalio.com/community
8 http://www.promtools.org/promimport/
9 http://fluxicon.com/
decisions exist. For example, as regards performance analysis:
there is a plug-in that provides a basic performance analysis with
selected performance measures, and another one which is based
on a Petri Net model of the BP and which also provides selected
performance measure calculations. We believe that a plug-in pro-
viding a set of selected execution measures as the ones we defined
in BPEMM, could be an interesting addition to the ProM frame-
work. We defined therefore two main objectives for the plug-in:
(i) to contribute to the ProM community with the provision of a no-
vel plug-in for the analysis of BP execution; this is a plug-in that
has been extended with service execution measures and provides
a business view, and ii) to bring the ProM framework to the busi-
ness area as a key tool for analyzing several aspects of the BP exe-
cution, with particular focus on decision making. Based on the
BPEMM execution measures, we may detect improvement oppor-
tunities, both for the BP model and its implementation by services,
thus providing insight into the real execution of the BPs with re-
spect to the goals of the organization and the BPs analyzed.

So far, we have implemented a prototype of the ProM BPEMM
plug-in, providing the execution measures defined for the Time
dimension of the Generic BP view that only covers performance
measures. As input, it requires a BPMN2 model of the BP, and a con-
figuration file with information of the context data to calculate the
rest of the execution measures defined. In Fig. 11 a screenshot of
our ProM BPEMM plug-in is shown calculating the Generic View
measure throughput time for all BP cases for the execution of the
BP that is described in Section 5. We present the Throughput Time
(TT) for each BP case in graphical form on the right, also showing
the Total Working Time and Total Waiting Time. On the left, the re-
sults of the indicators are shown, along with a colored traffic light
showing the associated meaning (Green = OK, Yellow = Warning,
Red = Problems). We obtain a view on each BP case execution by
changing the Measure level to each BP case, where for each activity
executed in the BP case, we see the Total execution time, along with
the Activity Working Time and Activity Waiting Time. We provide
another view for each activity by taking into account all the BP cases
in which it has been executed; this allows us to analyze the summa-
rized behaviour of the activity, showing the defined indicators on the
left, and the specific information about each BP case where it has
been executed. We will show these in Section 5.

5. Case study

In this section we present the validation of the proposals pre-
sented in Sections 2, 3 and 4, which correspond to the results of
the research we have carried out. We answer specifically the re-
search question RQ4, presented in Section 1. To assess the applica-
bility of the execution measurement and improvement activities
defined in BPCIP, the execution measures integrated in BPEMM,
as well as the tool support provided, we carried out a case study

http://activiti.org/
http://www.bonitasoft.com/
http://bpms.intalio.com/community
http://www.promtools.org/promimport/
http://www.fluxicon.com/


Fig. 11. ProM BPEMM plug-in example for BP cases option.
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using a real BP from the Hospital General de Ciudad Real (HGCR),
with whom we were collaborating. As mentioned in Section 1,
the HGCR started a project with the UCLM in 2007, which included
the modeling of several BPs with BPMN, the definition and evalua-
tion of characteristics to select a BPMS, and the implementation
and deployment of the BPs modeled, as well as guidance for the
management and improvement of BPs. We carried out the case
study following the definitions in [66], in the context of this project
with the quality group of the HGCR, selecting a representative BP
process from the ones already modeled in the past.

As the infrastructure and the IT area of the HGCR were not avail-
able for participation in the research as we had established ini-
tially, we decided to overcome this problem by splitting the case
study into two sub-parts, based on the possibilities we had at that
particular moment in time:

� Part 1: on the one hand, we decided to set up a pre-production
environment, not in the organization but in our own laboratory,
by evaluating the process engines for BPMN2, XPDL and WS-
BPEL, presented in Table 14. To do that, we implemented and
executed the BP model from the HGCR in the process engines
selected (Activiti, Bonita and Intalio respectively), registering
data from the execution of BP cases and exporting it for loading
in the ProM framework.
� Part 2: on the other hand, the IT people did not execute the pro-

totype in the context of the HGCR itself, but rather in our labo-
ratory. We were therefore not able to execute a considerable
number of the BP cases to gather the necessary data. This led
us to decide to simulate the BP model, to make it possible to
gather enough data by using CPNTools10 in conjunction with
information given to us from the HGCR Quality group and experts
on the BP. CPNTools allowed us to register data from the simula-
tion in MXML format for loading into the ProM plug-in which we
have developed to analyze the measurement results.

The definition, execution, data collection and analysis of the
case study is presented in the following sections, based on the
guides in [66–68]: case study design (cf. Section 5.1), case selection
10 CPN Group, http://cpntools.org/start.
(cf. Section 5.2), procedures and roles (cf. Section 5.3), application
of the proposal (cf. Section 5.4), data collection and analysis (cf.
Section 5.5), validity threats (cf. Section 5.6) and reflections and
lessons learned (cf. Section 5.7).
5.1. Case study design

The type of case study we carried out was a single-case, in a single
organization and in a single project of the organization; this corre-
sponds to a holistic case [66]. The object of the study was the execu-
tion measurement, analysis and improvement of a BP in the context
of the hospital and the pre-production environment (laboratory) de-
fined; the unit of analysis was the quality group of the HGCR.

The main research question for this case study was stated as
‘‘Does MINERVA provide, by means of BPCIP and BPEMM, a useful
proposal for carrying out BP continuous improvement based on
execution measurement of BPs in organizations?’’ with the aim
of validating the complete proposal corresponding to a rephrase
of RQ4. Additional research questions derived from this to validate
each specific part of the proposal corresponding to RQ1, RQ2 and
RQ3 were defined respectively as: (1) are the execution measure-
ment and improvement activities proposed in BPCIP appropriate
and useful for business people in the management and improve-
ment of BPs in the organization?, (2) are the execution measures
integrated in BPEMM appropriate and useful for business people
to be able to obtain information on the execution of the BP?, and
(3) is the tool support provided to implement, execute and analyze
the execution measurement results appropriate and useful for the
software team and for business people, respectively?

5.2. Case selection

As case we selected the Patient Major Ambulatory Surgery
(MAS) process from the HGCR for several reasons: first of all, it
involves several organizational units in the organization and had
been modeled in BPMN in a previous stage of the project. That
meant that we could use the existing model. Secondly, there were
several indicators defined for the BP, so they could be compared
with the execution measures integrated in BPEMM; and thirdly,
the person responsible for the quality group who was also the
responsible for the BP, was interested in implementing this partic-

http://cpntools.org/start
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ular BP in a BP engine. The BP involves the following participants:
Patient, MAS Unit – which in turn is made up of these participants:
Secretary, Nurse and Auxiliary Nurse – and the Surgical Block,
which in turn is composed of the following participants: Surgeon,
Anaesthetist, Instrument Nurse, Operation Room Attendant and
Operation Room Auxiliary. The first sub-process in the HGCR is
‘‘Admission and Registration’’, in which the patient goes to the hos-
pital to have the surgery. Secondly, we have the ‘‘Preparation for
MAS’’, in which the patient is given the clothes and the particular
place in the list for surgery. After this the ‘‘Pre-intervention’’ and
the ‘‘Intervention’’ (the surgery) are performed, followed by the
‘‘Post-intervention’’, the ‘‘Observation and recovery’’ and finally
the ‘‘Discharge Patient’’. In Fig. 12, we present a global view of
the Patient MAS, as modeled by the HGCR staff. A more detailed
version including all the defined sub-processes (in Spanish only),
is available online (http://161.67.140.34:82/cma/).

5.3. Procedures and roles

The main roles participating in the case study were the responsi-
ble for the BP played by the person responsible for the quality group
of the HGCR, and the responsible for the improvement played by this
author. The Quality group provided the Patient MAS BP model and
the ‘‘Admission and Registration’’ and ‘‘Preparation for MAS’’ sub-
processes were implemented as in the pre-production environment
for the BP engines Activiti and Bonita, and the ‘‘Pre-intervention’’
sub-process in Intalio. We attempted to cover different ways to
model BPs with the selected languages and engines. For the simula-
tion, we modeled an adapted version of the first two sub-processes
mentioned above. This is because most of the activities in the origi-
nal sub-processes are manual, so we defined several service activi-
ties between pools. We show the adapted Patient MAS BP in
Fig. 13. The indicators already defined for the Patient MAS BP were
also given, so they could be compared with the ones integrated in
BPEMM, for evaluation by the quality group.

Several executions of the BP were performed in each process
engine in the laboratory, registering the corresponding execution
data, which we extracted in .csv format and transformed into
MXML format, as mentioned before. We did this to assess how fea-
sible it was to load the BP execution data into the ProM framework
for further analysis. As mentioned at the beginning of this section,
BP executions were not real and there were too few of them, so we
conducted a simulation of the BP in CPNTools. To do that, we ob-
tained data regarding the necessary parameters, such as duration
of activities and performers, number of surgeries performed each
day, and arrival of patients at the Hospital, from the quality group
of the HGCR, specifically from the person for the quality group
which acts as the owner of the process. For each activity we set
the estimated time of execution in the activity definition, we de-
fined the function for the generation of BP cases at the beginning
of the BP as an expression of the ‘‘number of patients in a given
hour’’, and we simulated the execution of a thousand BP cases.
CPNTools allowed the execution logs in MXML format to be regis-
tered, one for each BP case. By means of the ProMImport frame-
work, we merged these execution logs into one that would be
loaded into the ProM framework for further analysis. To do this,
we used the prototype of the ProM BPEMM plug-in (among other
functionalities of ProM), enabling us to find improvement opportu-
nities. We integrated these into the BP, generating a new version of
the BP. We simulated this new one once more, to compare and to as-
sess whether the improvements integrated allowed us to achieve
the desired goals. The research group acted as a consultant on
MINERVA, leading the implementation of the BP in the pre-produc-
tion environment (laboratory) and running the simulation of the BP
in CPNTools for both versions of the BP. When we completed the
evaluation and the simulation, we carried out an interview with
the person responsible for the quality group, who was also the
responsible for the BP, presenting the results for him to give an ex-
pert’s opinion on how he perceived the usefulness of the proposal.

5.4. Application of the proposal

The execution of BPCIP activities is described below, as pre-
sented in Section 2. Since the model was already specified, the
activities from the Business Modeling Discipline in the Design &
Analysis phase were not executed as defined. We executed them
only to specify the chosen sub-processes from the BP model in each
of the process engines; and we adapted one as Petri Net for the
simulation. We evaluated the activity EM1 – Select execution mea-
sures, in the meeting with the person responsible for the quality
group of the HGCR, based on the discussion of the indicators they
already had, together with the execution measures proposed. As
the ProM plug-in implements only the Throughput Time (TT) mea-
sures for now, these were the only ones we could assess. The BP
execution Average TT goal was defined to be under 90 min, the
Warning rank between 90 and 120 min and the Problems rank to
be over 120 min, for the sub-processes ‘‘Admission and Registra-
tion’’ and ‘‘Preparation for MAS’’, which were the ones modeled
for simulation.

The Configuration phase corresponds to the implementation we
carried out in the pre-production environment, for which the first
two sub-processes of ‘‘Admission and Registration’’ and ‘‘Prepara-
tion for MAS’’ were modeled for Activiti and Bonita. We modeled
the ‘‘Pre-intervention’’ sub-process in Intalio. This was because
the main objective for the implementation was to assess the feasi-
bility of executing the Patient MAS BP in different process engines
and languages, registering the execution and extracting the execu-
tion data to be loaded into the ProM framework. We do not present
the implementation in the BP engines here, as the most important
result obtained is the assessment of the execution and registration
of execution data to be loaded in the ProM framework. Activity I1 –
Implement BP with services – was performed to make the BP model
executable.

We divided the Execution phase in two parts. In the first one,
we executed the BP model implemented previously on each BP en-
gine; the execution data for each BP instance was then registered,
as defined by activities EM2 – Implement collection of execution
measures and EM3 – Collect execution measures. Executing the BP
in three different engines we could demonstrate that it is possible
to obtain the execution data from the engines and to load it into
ProM. In the second one, the BP model was specified as a Petri
Net in the CPNTools, and we added to this the information for
the parameters, such as duration of activities and resources, as de-
fined by business people.

We performed the simulation of the Patient MAS in CPNTools
so that we could obtain a considerable amount of execution data
for the BP enabling the further analysis by means of the ProM
BPEMM plug-in prototype This enabled us to calculate and visu-
alize several of the chosen measures. The BP was modeled as Pet-
ri Net and enhanced with data that we had collected previously
to carry out the simulation from the real execution of the BP in
the hospital.

To model the Petri Net, we followed the proposals in [69,70], by
defining a hierarchical Petri Net. This provides a global view of the
collaboration between the participants in the BP, but logs only the
execution corresponding to the Hospital and the realization of the
BP by services. In Fig. 14, the global view of the Petri Net corre-
sponding to the Patient MAS is shown, with the participants in
the collaborative BP and their interaction.

We modeled each pool in the BP as a substitution transition,
which in turn we modeled in a subpage of the hierarchy defined.
The hospital subpage models the Petri Net corresponding to the

http://www.161.67.140.34:82/cma/


Fig. 12. Complete Patient MAS BP from HGCR.

Fig. 13. Patient MAS ‘‘Patient Admission and Registration’’ and ‘‘Preparation for MAS’’ sub-processes adapted for simulation.
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hospital and on this sub-page each activity is also modeled as a
substitution transition. This allows us to log the set of three times
for the execution of the activities in the BP: enabled, start and com-
plete times in each subpage.

Fig. 15 displays the subpage for the BP model, showing the tran-
sition substitution approach for modeling each activity as a substi-
tution transition, detailed on its own page, on which we can log the
time points defined for each activity. The resource modeling ap-
proach we used is based on the one proposed in [69]. The aim
was to simulate the realization of each activity by a person as-
signed to the roles of the BP. This became a centralized place that
was shared between all the pages, to simulate the availability of re-
sources for carrying out the different activities. We have added the
‘‘system’’ resource for executing the automated activities realized



Fig. 14. Global view of the Patient MAS Petri Net defined in CPNTools.
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by services, and the ‘‘service’’ resource for executing services. As
the resources were modeled in a centralized (fusion) place, shared
by all activities in the BP, the availability of resources was simu-
lated in a more realistic way, since we divided it between BP cases
and activity instances.

In Fig. 16 the resource modeling approach is shown for the
‘‘Check preconditions for MAS’’ activity, as an example of what
was modeled for each activity defined in the BP.

The centralized (fusion) place allows resources to execute each
activity when they become available, and to be returned to the
Fig. 15. Hospital sub-page showing the m
central place once the execution of the activity has finished. We
have shown the definition of the three execution times
to be logged for each activity in the BP model, along with the
inscriptions needed for the ProM log generation in the MXML for-
mat. A more complete approach for resource modeling is proposed
in [70] but we decided not to use it for this simulation, as it intro-
duces more complexity into the modeling of the BP. For service
execution modeling we used a queuing approach for each service
executing in the Server, to emulate the real execution of several
services in the same infrastructure. We define the service resources
odeling of the transition substitution.



Fig. 16. Resource modeling example for activity ‘‘Check preconditions for MAS’’.
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to deal with the execution of the services invoked, running simula-
tions with several different configurations for the delay in each
queue and for the maximum of jobs to be enqueued at each time,
as well as for the time in processing each service invoked, and the
result of the execution. Fig. 17 presents the service subpage, show-
ing the modeling of the two services offered by the HGCR. The
steps carried out for the simulation preparation correspond to
the implementation of the measures in the process engine in the
Configuration phase. They include the ProM log inscriptions to
Fig. 17. Service sub-page with a queuing app
generate the event logs for calculating the execution measures.
Specific aspects of Petri Nets and CPN Tools modeling, simulation
and ProM event logs can be seen in [71–73].

In the Evaluation phase, once we obtained the event logs corre-
sponding to the simulated execution, we could load them into the
BPEMM ProM plug-in, to calculate and visualize the execution
measures defined. As the CPN Tool created a log for each case of
the execution of the simulation, we used the ProMimport frame-
work to merge the logs. In doing so we generate one MXML file
roach for the HGCR service simulation.



Table 15
Example of event log generated from the CPN Tools simulation.

Case id Activity id Event type Timestamp Originator

1 Receive request for appointment enabled 01-08-2011:21:06 System
1 Receive request for appointment start 01-08-2011:21:10 System
1 Receive request for appointment enabled 01-08-2011:21:12 Service
1 Receive request for appointment start 01-08-2011:21:15 Service
1 Receive request for appointment complete 01-08-2011:21:18 Service
1 Receive request for appointment complete 01-08-2011:21:20 System
2 Receive request for appointment enabled 01-08-2011:21:20 System
2 Receive request for appointment start 01-08-2011:21:24 System
2 Receive request for appointment enabled 01-08-2011:21:26 Service
2 Receive request for appointment start 01-08-2011:21:30 Service
2 Receive request for appointment complete 01-08-2011:21:36 Service
2 Receive request for appointment complete 01-08-2011:21:38 System
2 Request patient medical record enabled 01-08-2011:21:40 System
2 Request patient medical record start 01-08-2011:21:45 System
2 Request patient medical record complete 01-08-2011:21:49 System
1 Assign date for surgery enabled 01-08-2011:21:50 Juan
1 Assign date for surgery start 01-08-2011:21:51 Juan
1 Assign date for surgery complete 01-08-2011:21:59 Juan
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containing the execution of the total BP cases run in the simulation,
of which there were a thousand. Table 15 shows an example of an
event log from the CPN Tools simulation.

As the BP was not deployed in the organization business people
could not perform many of the proposed activities themselves. We
therefore provide an example here of how the activities should be
carried out to find improvements for the BP, integrating these to
generate a new version of the BP that will be executed again. We
can thus compare the new execution results with the ones from
the previous version. Recalling that the BP execution Average
Throughput Time (TT) goal was set by business people to be under
90 min, the Warning rank between 90 and 120 min and the Prob-
lems rank to be over 120 min, these times should be analyzed to
see whether they are in accordance with the definitions or not. This
analysis corresponds to the execution of the EM4 – Analyze execu-
tion measurement results activity. The event log loaded in the
BPEMM ProM plug-into calculate and visualize the selected time
measures is the one shown in Fig. 11 in Section 4.3, for all BP cases
executed with average times, so we do not show it here again.
Fig. 18. ProM BPEMM plug-in time measu
It can be seen that the measure for the Average TT for all the BP
cases is above the goal set; the time was found to be 126,27 min.
Fig. 18 displays the times for each BP case (selected BP case 999),
as well as each activity executed in the case, with total times and
percentage times as defined by the indicators. It can be seen that
the TT for this particular case is above the goal that had been estab-
lished, and the waiting time for the Activity ‘‘Assign date for Sur-
gery’’ is almost twice its working time. It would be interesting
then to drill down through all BP cases to the times for the Activity,
to analyze the execution of the activity in all of them. We would
find that in most cases the waiting time in each one is greater than,
or equal to, its working time, as shown in Fig. 19.

We thus found an improvement opportunity referring to the
definition of the activity ‘‘Assign date for surgery’’. When analyz-
ing the BP, it was found that this activity was performed manu-
ally by the individuals assigned to the Secretary role. They have
to take the activity from their work list and assign a suitable
day and hour to carry out the surgery, by looking in the calendar
for available surgery slots. This is not the only activity in which
res for each BP case and its activities.



Fig. 19. ProM BPEMM plug-in time measures for the activity ‘‘Assign date for Surgery’’.
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these people participate, so a long time may pass between one
action and another.

Once we found the improvement opportunities, the improve-
ment activities were executed in the Evaluation phase. This was
to define and plan the modification of the BP in the next BP lifecy-
cle execution. It started with the BP model, to see if there was a
suitable redesign that allowed being a change in the activity and/
or related activities. In the Define improvements activity, the
improvement we wished to incorporate into the activity ‘‘Assign
date for surgery’’ was specified, its goal being to lower the activity
waiting time to fifty percent of its current length. The Diagnose BP
activity was not executed, as the BP we were dealing with was not
the original one from the organization, and the real value of this
activity was to detect organizational improvements for the defini-
tion of the BP. In the Formulate improvements activity we specified
the need to evaluate several redesign alternatives for the activity
and related ones.

After the activities and associated documentation to support
the improvement effort were executed in the Evaluation phase,
we conducted the Design & Analysis phase again, to evaluate the
Fig. 20. Redesign options for the a
redesigns for the BP model in the activity BM3 – Redesign BPs, as
shown in Fig. 20. From the possible redesign heuristics in [37],
the Task Composition (COMPOS) and Task Automation (AUTO)
ones were combined, obtaining one automated activity to assign
and send the surgery date.

In the Configuration phase we modified the new version of the
BP to support the changes made. In this case study we modeled an-
other service in the CPNTools Petri Net, to perform the assignation
of the date for the surgery, as well as to send the information to the
patient. In addition, we adjusted the measure implementation to
register the data needed from the new BP version, adding the cor-
responding data for the changed activity and the new service.

In the Execution phase, we simulated the new version again (in
a real environment it would be executed once more in the process
engine), generating the event logs. In the Evaluation phase the
event log with the information of the simulation of the new BP ver-
sion was loaded in the BPEMM ProM plug-in, to calculate and visu-
alize the chosen measures. In a real setting the two BP versions
would be compared to see whether the introduction of the
improvement had led to an actual improvement in the execution
ctivity ‘‘Assign surgery date’’.
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of the BP. Since our executions are based on simulation, however,
such a comparison is little meaningful. We therefore focussed
our evaluation on the assessment of feasibility of the BPCIP pro-
posal (see Section 5.5).

5.5. Data collection and analysis

We performed the collection of data from the execution of the
Patient MAS BP in the BP engines which was carried out in the
pre-operation environment (laboratory). We also used the answers
in the interview with the person responsible for the quality group,
who was at the same time the Process Owner. The data of the case
study carried out in the BP engines was registered during the exe-
cution and is available in the corresponding internal reports (in
Spanish only). We recorded the answers from the interview as it
took place. In the interview the results of the simulation of the
BP were shown to the person in charge, along with the execution
measures applied. We also showed him our suggestions for the
improvement of the BP, along with the new results obtained.

The interview with the person responsible for the quality group
revealed that they evaluated these measures positively, as they
represented and extended the indicators they already had for the
BP. By way of example, one of the main indicators they are inter-
ested in is the occupation of the Operation Room (OR). This is cov-
ered by the execution measure M9 (derived) for the Capacity
utilization for a resource in the Time dimension of the BP Generic
view, as presented in the Section 3.2. The complete lifecycle of
BPCIP was discussed and the simulation results for both versions
were presented in the ProM plug-in. We did this to show what
the complete cycle would be like (although the ProM plug-in is a
prototype, and at present only provides the measures for Through-
put Time (TT) of the BP from the Time dimension of the Generic
view). It was positively perceived and seen as feasible for integra-
tion in the organization. We will assess this integration in a future
case study, when the IT area of the HGCR is able to participate.

As for the evaluation of the ProM plug-in carried out in the lab-
oratory using the data gathered in the simulation, what we wanted
to assess was the feasibility of implementing the BPEMM measures
as a ProM plug-in analyzing the results in the three dimensions de-
fined by the BPEMM cube, as presented in the Section 3.2 All of this
was achieved, and with positive results.

5.6. Validity threats

The validity threats that could affect the case study were ana-
lyzed as part of the planning and we describe these below:

Construct validity:

– The questions asked in the interview to assess the case study
were based on the research questions defined; we determined
the topics to which the questions referred on the basis of desir-
able characteristics that a framework such as MINERVA should
provide; they include guidelines, execution measurement and
improvement activities, as well as tool support.

– We established the characteristics assessed for the execution of
the BP selected in the process engines chosen on the basis of
desirable characteristics which these tools would provide, as
defined in many existing evaluations and guides.
External validity

– The organization in which we carried out the case study pre-
sents several characteristics of organizations that would be
interested in applying MINERVA. For example, there are several
BPs to be executed in a BPMS, from which we were able to
gather execution data and analyze it to find improvement
opportunities. The hospital already has a quality group, which
is a key factor for improvement efforts.
– Although the interview was with only one person, who is the
person responsible for the quality group who was at the same
time responsible for the BP, we can rightfully consider his
answers as expert opinion on the subject, as he leads quality
and improvement efforts in the organization. Nevertheless, we
are aware that the opinion of only one person does not allow
us to affirm anything more than that the BPCIP proposal could
be useful in an organization such as that particular one. This
prevents us from generalizing the results presented until it is
possible to carry out another case study to confirm the trends
perceived.

– The fact that the IT area could not participate in the implemen-
tation of the prototype of the selected BP, which meant that we
had to perform a simulation instead, is also a threat. When the
IT area is able to participate the BP should be actually imple-
mented and executed within the organization.
Reliability

– This threat is concerned with to what extent the data and the
analysis are dependent on the specific researcher. Threats of
this type of validity could occur if it is not clear how to code col-
lected data, or if questionnaires or interview questions are
unclear. We took into all these considerations into account
when defining the questions and the scale for the answers.

5.7. Reflection and lessons learned

The implementation and execution performed in the three pro-
cess engines chosen in the pre-production environment defined, to-
gether with the simulation of CPNTools, allow us to draw some
conclusions. The first one is about the Configuration and Execution
phase activities and artifacts defined. We found that it is feasible to
put them into operation in organizations for the implementation
and execution of their BPs. We can also affirm that the tool support
is validated, as the three process engines allow the implementation
and execution of the Patient MAS BP, as defined by the HGCR. This
includes the registration of execution data and the extraction of this
data for loading into the ProM framework, and the ProM BPEMM
plug-into perform the analysis of the BP execution. On the basis of
the analysis of the answers from the interview with the person
responsible for the quality group and for the BP, the proposals in
BPCIP can feasibly be incorporated in organizations wanting to man-
age and improve their BPs. Moreover, the execution measures pro-
vided by BPEMM in the ProM plug-in prototype will allow us to
calculate and visualize several existing indicators for the BP and also
provide more information for the analysis of BP execution.

As regards lessons learned, this case study showed us that it
takes time and effort to set up the environment for BP execution,
at least with the process engines selected. Once everything is in
place, however, the implementation and execution of BPs can be
done with successful results. Although our proposal can be realized
entirely with open source software, we are aware that several com-
mercial tools exist which might also provide many of the function-
alities required to support the BPs lifecycle. We assessed and
successfully carried out the interoperability from BP engines with
the ProM framework, by means of the chain of outputs/inputs from
the .csv file extracted from the process engine. We transformed
this with ProMImport and/or Fluxicon into MXML format and
loaded it in the ProM framework. One issue detected, which needs
to be improved, is the interoperability from BP modeling tools to
BP engines. The ProM BPEMM plug-in, although a prototype for
now, allows us to analyze the execution measurement results from
the BP execution, presenting information for all the BP cases exe-
cuted, each BP case executed and the corresponding activities, as
well as for each activity in all BP cases. This ensures that we have
the different levels of granularity that have been defined to provide
the insight into BP execution that we are seeking.
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6. Related work

In this section we present the related work we found in the lit-
erature review carried out at the beginning of our research work.
We took the existing improvement and measurement approaches
into account, as well as the execution measures we found. These
were incorporated, and they formed the basis for the definitions
we produced for our proposals, as presented in Section 2 and 3.

Several improvement initiatives have been defined for organi-
zations wanting to improve their BPs in general, and also software
processes in software enterprises [22]. They include such initia-
tives as TQM (Total Quality Management), BPR (Business Process
Reengineering), Six Sigma, CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Inte-
gration, CMM, and BPMM (Business Process Maturity Model). TQM
and Six Sigma focus on an analysis of business processes with dif-
ferent techniques, in an attempt to find and incorporate improve-
ment opportunities. They are based on an improvement cycle
(PDCA, DMAIC), and are used by many organizations. Other life-cy-
cle models such as IDEAL were also developed specifically for soft-
ware process improvement that is based upon the CMMI; they are
also widely-used by software organizations. In [23–26], several as-
pects of the use of Six sigma, TQM, CMMI, IDEAL and other
improvement models and standards, as well as results obtained
from their application, are presented and discussed. The BPMM
[5] is another improvement model that is based on CMM and
CMMI. We have integrated it in our proposal as part of the BPCIP
improvement process, using it as a guide for the evaluation of
the definition of BPs in the organization, as mentioned in Section 2.
BP execution measurement is an integral part of any of these
improvement models, as it is the basis used for gathering data to
assess the real operation of the organization.

Existing proposals have treated several aspects of BP execution
measurement, such as those in van der Aalst et al. [19], Laguna
et al. [22], Reijers [37], Netjes [38], Maruster et al. [39], zur Muehlen
[54] and Wynn et al. [74], where concepts and measures for BP exe-
cution are presented and analyzed. We based our definitions on
these pieces of work and have integrated several execution mea-
sures defined in them, as they provide different and complementary
views of the key aspects to be taken into account for BP execution.
Other proposals to align measures with organization goals also exist,
such as Balance Scorecard [75], which is similar to the GQM tech-
nique we used because we found it the most suitable one for our ap-
proach. A comparison between BSC and GQM is provided in [76].

In Laguna et al. [22] and Reijers [37], analytical techniques are
used to analyze and predict BP performance and other characteris-
tics that have to be evaluated, such as cost of the BP or use of re-
sources and detection of bottlenecks presenting definitions and
formulae. Reijers [37], for his part, proposes a set of heuristics for
the redesign of BPs and these are also used in Netjes [38]. In Laguna
et al. [22], Netjes [38], Maruster et al. [39] and Wynn et al. [74],
simulation techniques are used to evaluate different aspects of
BP models and to compare redesign options. To do this they use
predictive calculus or existing execution event logs. Netjes [38]
presents a specific plug-in for the ProM framework, designed to
evaluate the redesign options for BP. In [74], the use of existing
data in event logs to simulate BP execution and to provide predic-
tions for future execution is proposed. Those predictions are based
on the previously-known data. Zur Muehlen [54] and Casati et al.
[77] suggest the use of data warehouses to store, analyze and eval-
uate BP execution and associated metrics. In zur Muehlen [54], a
lifecycle for activities and BP cases is also put forward as a pro-
posal. They include a model for logging relevant information of
the BP execution, as well as a tool that supports the approach.
Van der Aalst [19] describes the analysis of event logs by applying
Process Mining techniques, using the ProM framework for process
discovery, conformance checking and extension of models with
execution information. The existing plug-ins enable us to mine
the event logs to discover information about the BP execution, such
as the Petri Net model of the BP, or the organizational view.

Several tools to support these approaches exist, such as ARIS
[78], which provides a Process Performance Manager to gain in-
sight into performance and other measures, or the ProM frame-
work we have already mentioned. There are two specific ProM
plug-ins for analyzing BP performance that we have evaluated,
the ‘‘Petri Net performance analysis’’ plug-in and the ‘‘Basic perfor-
mance analysis’’ plug-in. Both of these plug-ins calculate perfor-
mance measures similar to the ones we have defined for the
Time dimension of the Generic BP view, mostly regarding duration
and other times for the BP execution. To identify paths and to cal-
culate the enabled time of activities when this is not present in the
event log, the former plug-in requires the model of the BP, but in
Petri Net notation instead of BPMN2 as ours does.

Our approach goes beyond the existing state-of-the art by
extending the BP lifecycle with explicit measurement and
improvement activities. We also extended the analysis of BP exe-
cution by means of execution measures for the dimensions pre-
sented, adding views such as the service execution view. This
latter view also analyzes the technical aspect of BP execution.
These features will help to provide more insight into the detection
of improvement opportunities from BP execution. There are several
other plug-ins that exist in ProM which permit other aspects of BP
execution to be analyzed. None of them, however, provides in a
single plug-in all the measures to perform a global analysis of
the BP execution against business goals, as ours does.

On comparing our proposals with the previously mentioned
ones, we see that the activities we proposed in the BPCIP improve-
ment process, which are based on [18], constitute a core of key
improvement activities. Compared to other proposals, such as
IDEAL, PDCA, and DMAIC it entails fewer, but key activities. This
makes our proposal simple enough to be easily understood and used
by both business and IT people. To the best of our knowledge, the
BPEMM execution measurement model is the first model that pro-
vides a structured way of classifying and organizing BP execution
measures in a consistent way, around the three views defined. It en-
ables a more comprehensive and integrated vision of the real execu-
tion of BPs. This, in turn, will be more directly related to the business
goals of the organization, as well as to the specific goals for the BPs
under analysis, by means of the GQM approach used. As we have
shown in the assessment in our case study within the HGCR, the
model provides the basis needed to manage the improvement effort
in BPM implementations within organizations, providing tool sup-
port for each activity to be performed. In summary, we believe that
our proposal provides an integrated and holistic view of the prob-
lem, which makes it an applicable and usable guide for the continu-
ous improvement of BPs in a real organizational context.

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented our proposal for the continu-
ous improvement of BPs realized by services based on execution
measurement. We identified the need for research on this subject,
given the increasing importance organizations have been putting
on BP management and improvement over the last few years [4].
We also detected the practical needs of the Hospital General de
Ciudad Real (HGCR), with whom we were working in a collabora-
tive project, and took them on as motivation for our research. To
carry out this research we have adopted a pragmatic, philosophical
stance and used different research methods to help us gather exist-
ing knowledge, understand the problem, develop solutions and
validate them within the HGCR. The MINERVA framework we de-
fined in previous work, provides an integrated approach to support
the continuous improvement effort in an organization based on the
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realization of BPs by services with a model driven approach. It can
be viewed as an umbrella under which we provide answers to the
research questions that guide our research work, including the
ones presented here, as both the BPCIP and the BPEMM are part
of it, as well as the tool support we provide.

Regarding the need of a systematic approach for guiding the
integration of execution and improvement efforts in organizations,
we provide with the BPCIP the methodological approach (address-
ing research question 1). BPCIP comprises explicit activities
extending the BP lifecycle [1], with roles and artefacts integrated
in several disciplines, which help to guide these efforts. With re-
spect to the issue of selecting the appropriate set of execution mea-
sures to provide useful information for the evaluation of BPs real
execution, we believe that the ones we selected and provide in
the BPEMM execution measurement model constitute a useful
guide (addressing research question 2). Using these can save orga-
nizations valuable time and efforts regarding the revision of exist-
ing literature, relating goals with specific data to be registered, and
defining the formulae for their calculation. Finally, we believe that
tool support is an essential element of a methodological approach.
Based on this, we integrated several existing tools and newly
developed ones, to support the definitions we made both in BPCIP
and BPEMM (addressing research question 3). To validate the com-
plete proposal (i.e. BPCIP, BPEMM and tools support), we carried out
a case study in the context of the HGCR, Spain, including a simulation
of BP execution based on knowledge from business experts. The re-
sults of the case study showed that our proposal covers the most
important needs regarding execution measurement and improve-
ment efforts, when organizations are attempting to carry out a con-
tinuous improvement cycle (addressing research question 4).

As with every type of research, our work is subject to limita-
tions. First of all, the case study we carried out involves a single
organization, albeit a large and complex one. We therefore believe
that further case studies need to be undertaken to improve exter-
nal validity of our results, which we leave for future work. Another
limitation within the case study has to do with the simulation of BP
executions we carried out. We tried to mitigate this threat by gath-
ering the input for our simulation from business experts. Other as-
pects can be taken into account to steer process improvement.
These might include structural properties of BP models and simu-
Table 4
Measures for Generic BP execution view & Time dimension for Throughput Time (TT).

Goal G1 Minimize the Throughput Time (TT) of th
Question Q1 What is the actual TT of the BP
Measures M1 (base) Enabled time of an Activity (ET)

M2 (base) Start time of an Activity (ST)
M3 (base) Completion time of an Activity (CT)
M4 (derived) Working time of an Activity (AWoT = CT �
M5 (derived) Waiting time of an Activity (AWaT = ST � E
M6 (derived) Total time of an Activity (ATT = AWoT + AW
M7 (derived) Total Working time of a BP case (TWoT =

P

M8 (derived) Total Waiting time of a BP case (TWaT =
P

M9 (derived) Throughput Time of a BP case (BPTT =
P

(A
M10 (indicator) Activity Working time vs. Activity Waiting
M11 (indicator) Total BP Working time vs. Total BP Waiting
M12 (indicator) Percentage of total BP Working time in tota
M13 (indicator) Percentage of Total BP Waiting time in Tota
M14 (indicator) Average BP Throughput Time for all BP cas
M15 (indicator) Average BP total Working time for all BP ca
M16 (indicator) Average BP total Waiting time for all BP ca
M17 (indicator) Average Activity total Working time for all

executed) Decision criteria = Inverse Percen
M18 (indicator) Average Activity total Waiting time for all B

executed) Decision criteria = Inverse Percen
M19 (indicator) Average Activity total time for all BP cases

criteria = Inverse Percentage DC

Decision
Criteria

Index DC R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = GREEN; R2: L
Percentage DC R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1 <
lation of different scenarios prior to the implementation and exe-
cution of the modeled BPs. Several proposals already exist that
cover these, which are compatible with our definitions and there-
fore can be integrated into our proposal directly. Furthermore, our
proposals focused on a technological context in which BPs are exe-
cuted in a process engine within a BPMS invoking services imple-
mented from existing, new, or partner systems. However, we
believe that it is possible to use the BPCIP activities and the execu-
tion measures of the BPEMM model in several other organizational
and technological contexts, i.e. BPs executed without BPMS sup-
port, or other organizational ecosystems.

Regarding current and future work we aim to improve the tech-
nological support for assessing BPEMM execution measurement re-
sults, by extending the BPEMM ProM plug-in so that it shows the
calculations of all the execution measures of the BPEMM model. In
addition, we plan to improve the definition of additional aspects like
quality, as perceived by the client and the participants, and to for-
malize to what extent organizations and their BPs are flexible en-
ough to allow the improvement of BPs in a direct manner.
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Appendix A

See Tables 4–13.
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Table 5
Measures for Generic BP execution view & Time dimension – Capacity.

Goal G2 Maximize the capacity of the BP
Question Q1 What is the actual capacity of the BP
Measures M1 (base) Number of resources per role defined in the BP = NRRBP (from context data)

M2 (base) Number of execution of each activity in all BP cases (NEA = count the times the activity is executed in all BP cases)
M3 (derived) Number of jobs processed by each activity in the BP (NJA = NEA/Total BP cases)
M4 (derived) Unit load for a resource in the BP (ULR =

P
(AATWoT � NJA)

M5 (derived) Unit capacity for each resource (UCR = 1/ULR indicates the number of jobs each resource can complete per unit of time)
M6 (derived) Pool capacity for each role in the BP (PCR = UCR � NRRBP)
M7 (derived) Process capacity of the BP (PCBP = Bottleneck of the BP = smallest of measure 6)
M8 (derived) Throughput rate of the BP = arrival rate to the system corresponding to the average number of jobs eventually served per unit of time

(TRBP = total of BP cases/number of time periods)
M9 (derived) Capacity utilization for a resource (CUR = TRBP/PCR)

Table 6
Measures for Generic BP execution view & Cost dimension.

Goal G3 Minimize the cost of the BP
Question Q1 What is the actual cost of the BP
Measures M1 (base) Resource cost per unit of time = RCT (from context data)

M2 (derived) Cost per activity in a BP case (ACo = AWoT � RCT)
M3 (derived) Total cost per activity in all BP cases (TACo =

P
ACoBP(i))

M4 (derived) Total cost of BP case (TCo =
P

ACo(i))
M5 (derived) Total cost of BP for all BP cases (TBPCo =

P
TCo)

M6 (indicator) Percentage of activity cost in BP case (PACo = ACo � 100/TCo) Decision criteria = Cost DC
M7 (indicator) Percentage of activity cost in all BP cases (PTACo = TACo � 100/TBPCo) Decision criteria = Cost DC
M8 (indicator) Percentage of BP case cost in all BP cases (PTCo = TCo � 100/TBPCo) Decision criteria = Cost DC
M9 (indicator) Average cost of BP for all BP cases (ABPCo = TBPCo/Total BP cases) Decision criteria = Cost DC
M10(indicator) Average cost of activity for all BP cases (AACo = TACo/Total BP cases) Decision criteria = Cost DC

Decision criteria Cost DC: R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = GREEN; R2: L1 <= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2 <= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = RED

Table 7
Measures for Generic BP execution view & Quality dimension – Type of ending.

Goal G4 Maximize the number of BP cases ending normally
Question Q1 What is the actual number of cases ending normally
Measures M1 (base) Number of BP cases ending in the selected state = NBPE (count BP cases ending in states: COMPLETED, TERMINATED, ABORTED)

M2 (indicator) Percentage of BP ending in completed state in total BP cases (PBPCo = NBPE � 100/Total BP cases) for state = COMPLETED. Decision
criteria = Percentage Complete DC

M3 (indicator) Percentage of BP ending in terminated state in total BP cases (PBPTe = NBPE � 100/Total BP cases) for state = TERMINATED. Decision
criteria = Inverse Percentage Complete DC

M4 (indicator) Percentage of BP ending in aborted state in total BP cases (PBPCo = NBPE � 100/Total BP cases) for state = ABORTED. Decision
criteria = Inverse Percentage Complete DC

Decision
criteria

Percentage
Complete

R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ‘‘LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1 <= TTI < L2 = ‘‘MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2 <= TTI = ‘‘HIGH’’ = GREEN

Table 8
Measures for Generic BP execution view & Quality dimension – Successful branch.

Goal G2 Maximize the number of BP cases ending successfully (executes the successful branch of the BP)
Question Q1 What is the actual number of BP cases ending successfully
Measures M1 (base) Number of BP cases ending successfully or unsuccessfully = NBPBE (count BP cases with activities in the successful

or unsuccessful branch as defined in the context data)
M2 (indicator) Percentage of BP ending successfully in total BP cases (PBPSB = NBPBE � 100/Total BP cases) for successful branch. Decision

criteria = Percentage Successful DC
M3 (indicator) Percentage of BP ending unsuccessfully in total BP cases (PBPUSB = NBPBE � 100/Total BP cases) for unsuccessful branch. Decision

criteria = Inverse Percentage Successful DC
Decision

criteria
Percentage
Successful

R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ‘‘LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1 <= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2 <= TTI = ‘‘HIGH’’ = GREEN
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Table 9
Measures for Lean execution view & Quality dimension.

Goal G1 Minimize the rework in loops of the BP
Question Q1 What is the actual quantity of rework due to BP loops
Measures M1 (base) Number of executions of an activity in a rework loop = NARL (counts the times each activity is executed in a rework loop as defined

in the context data)
M2 (derived) Activity Working time for the rework in a loop (AWoTRL =

P
AWoT(ei) being ei each execution of the activity in the loop)

M3 (derived) Total Working time for the rework in a loop (TWoTRL =
P

AWoTRL (ai) where ai represents an activity in the loop)
M4 (derived) Total Working time for rework in all loops of BP case (BPTWoTRL =

P
TWoTRL (li) where li represents a loop in the BP)

M5 (derived) Total Working time for rework of an activity in all BP cases (TAWoTRL =
P

AWoTRL)
M6 (derived) Total of BP cases with execution of rework loops (TBPERL =

P
BP cases with execution of rework loops)

M7 (indicator) Percentage of rework time in BP case due to loops in the total BP TT (PBPTWoTRL = BPTWoTRL � 100/BPTT) Decision
criteria = Percentage DC

M8 (indicator) Percentage of BP cases with execution of rework loops (PTBPERL = TBPERL � 100/Total BP cases)
M9 (indicator) Percentage of rework time for an activity due to execution of rework loops in all BP cases (AAWoTRL = TAWoTRL � 100/Number of

BP cases in which the activity was executed)
Decision

criteria
Percentage DC: R1: 0 <= TTI <= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = GREEN; R2: L1 <= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2 <= 100 = ’’HIGH’’ = RED

Table 10
Measures for Service execution view & Time dimension – Service Response Time.

Goal G1 Guarantee (average) service response time to (L1) seconds (L1 label to be changed)
Question Q1 What is the actual (average) response time of the service
Measures M1 (base) Invoke time of a service from the activity in the BP (IT = timestamp)

M2 (base) Enabled time of a service (ET = timestamp)
M3 (base) Start time of a service (ST = timestamp)
M4 (base) Completion time of a service (CT = timestamp)
M5 (base) Failed time of a service (FT = timestamp)
M6 (base) Answer time from the service to the activity in the BP (AT = timestamp)
M7 (derived) Service processing time (SPoT = CT - ST)
M8 (derived) Service latency time (SLaT = ST - ET)
M9 (derived) Service response time (SRpT = SPoT + SLaT)
M10 (derived) Service answer time from the BP (SAnT = AT - IT)
M11 (indicator) Service Processing time vs. Service Latency time index (STI = SLaT/SPoT) Decision criteria = Index DC
M12 (indicator) Average service response time in all BP cases (ASRpT =

P
SRpT/Total service executions in all BP cases) Decision

criteria = Index DC
M13 (indicator) Average service answer time in all BP cases (ASAnT = SAnT/Total service executions in all BP cases) Decision

criteria = Index DC
Decision

criteria
Index DC: R1: 0<=TTI<= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = GREEN; R2: L1<= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2<= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = RED

Table 11
Measures for Service execution view & Time dimension – Service Throughput.

Goal G2 Guarantee service throughput to (S) service execution completed per period (P1) (S and P1 labels to be changed)
Question Q1 What is the actual service throughput S1 service execution completed over the period P1
Measures M1 (base) Number of S1 service execution over the period P1 = NSEOP (count service execution COMPLETED, FAILED or IN PROGRESS in the period

P1)
M2
(indicator)

Percentage of S1 service execution completed over the period P1 (PSECP = NSEOP � 100/Total service execution including in progress)
Decision criteria = SE completed DC

M3
(indicator)

Percentage of S1 service execution failed over the period P1 (PSEFP = NSEOP � 100/Total service execution including in progress) Decision
criteria = Inverse SE completed DC

Decision
criteria

SE
completed

R1: 0<=TTI<= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1<= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3: L2<= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = GREEN

Table 12
Measures for Service execution view & Time dimension - Service Capacity.

Goal G3 Guarantee service capacity to (S) service execution maintaining the (L1) seconds defined for service response time (S and L1
labels to be changed)

Question Q1 What is the actual service capacity
Measures M1 (base) Number of S1 service execution completed in <= L1 s over the period P1 (NSECLP =

P
SECLP in the period P1)

M2 (base) Number of S2 service execution completed in L2 > L1 s violating agreements over the period P1 (NSECVLP =
P

SECVLP in the period P1)
M3 (base) Number of S3 service execution in progress in L2 > L1 s violating agreements over the period P1 (NSEIPVLP =

P
SEIPVLP in the period

P1)
M4
(indicator)

Service capacity (SCA = NSECLP � 100/NSECLP + NSEIPVLP + NSECVLP + NSEFP) Decision criteria = Percentage SCA

M5
(indicator)

Service capacity violation rate (SCVR = NSECVLP + NSEIPVLP � 100/NSECLP + NSEIPVLP + NSECVLP + NSEFP) Decision criteria = Inverse
Percentage SCA

Decision
criteria

Percentage
SCA

R1: 0<=TTI<= L1 = ’’LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1<= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3:L2<= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = GREEN
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Table 13
Measures for Service execution view & Quality dimension.

Goal G2 Guarantee (A1) availability for the service (A1 label to be changed) – Dependability
Question Q1 What is the actual availability of the service
Measures M1 (derived) Service down time (SDT = ET - FT being ET the time when the service is back up)

M2 (derived) Total service down time over the period P1 (TSDT =
P

SDT in the period P1)
M3 (indicator) Service Availability over the period P1 (SA = P1 - TSDT/P1 � 100) Decision criteria = Percentage SR

Goal G2 Guarantee (R1) reliability for the service (R1 label to be changed) – Dependability
Question Q1 which is the actual reliability of the service
Measures M1 (base) Number of service execution initiated over the period P1 = NSEIP (counts the services ST initiated in the period P1)

M2 (indicator) Service Reliability (SR = NSRECP/NSEIP � 100) Decision criteria = Percentage SR
Goal G3 Guarantee (C1) confidentiality level for the service (C1 label to be changed) – Security
Question Q1 What is the actual confidentiality level of the service
Measures M1 (base) Number of service invocations rejected due to invalid credentials over the period P1 = NSIR (counts the service invocations

rejected in the period P1)
M2 (indicator) Percentage of service invocations rejected in all services invocations over the period P1 (PSIRSI = NSIR � 100/NSIR + NSEIP) Decision

criteria = Inverse Percentage SR
Decision

criteria
Percentage SR R1:0<=TTI<=L1 = ’’LOW’’ = RED; R2: L1<= TTI < L2 = ’’MEDIUM’’ = YELLOW; R3:L2<= TTI = ’’HIGH’’ = GREEN
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